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ABSTRACT
Aims. We present cosmological constraints from a joint analysis of type Ia supernova (SN Ia) observations obtained by the SDSS-II and SNLS
collaborations. The dataset includes several low-redshift samples (z < 0.1), all three seasons from the SDSS-II (0.05 < z < 0.4), and three years
from SNLS (0.2 < z < 1), and it totals 740 spectroscopically confirmed type Ia supernovae with high-quality light curves.
Methods. We followed the methods and assumptions of the SNLS three-year data analysis except for the following important improvements:
1) the addition of the full SDSS-II spectroscopically-confirmed SN Ia sample in both the training of the SALT2 light-curve model and in the
Hubble diagram analysis (374 SNe); 2) intercalibration of the SNLS and SDSS surveys and reduced systematic uncertainties in the photometric
calibration, performed blindly with respect to the cosmology analysis; and 3) a thorough investigation of systematic errors associated with the
SALT2 modeling of SN Ia light curves.
Results. We produce recalibrated SN Ia light curves and associated distances for the SDSS-II and SNLS samples. The large SDSS-II sample
provides an effective, independent, low-z anchor for the Hubble diagram and reduces the systematic error from calibration systematics in the low-z
SN sample. For a flat ΛCDM cosmology, we find Ωm = 0.295 ± 0.034 (stat+sys), a value consistent with the most recent cosmic microwave
background (CMB) measurement from the Planck and WMAP experiments. Our result is 1.8σ (stat+sys) different than the previously published
result of SNLS three-year data. The change is due primarily to improvements in the SNLS photometric calibration. When combined with CMB
constraints, we measure a constant dark-energy equation of state parameter w = −1.018 ± 0.057 (stat+sys) for a flat universe. Adding baryon
acoustic oscillation distance measurements gives similar constraints: w = −1.027±0.055. Our supernova measurements provide the most stringent
constraints to date on the nature of dark energy.
Key words. cosmology: observations – distance scale – dark energy
1. Introduction
The accelerating expansion of the universe was discovered fif-
teen years ago by measuring accurate distances to distant type Ia
supernovae (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). The rea-
son for the acceleration remains unknown, and the term “dark
energy” is used to describe the phenomenon. Understanding the
nature of dark energy is currently one of the major goals of fun-
damental physics, and this drives a large experimental effort in
observational cosmology. While a cosmological constant may be
the simplest explanation for the accelerating expansion, alterna-
tives such as dynamical dark energy or modified gravity (see,
e.g., Amendola et al. 2013, for a recent review) can be tested
through their effects in either the late-time expansion history or
? Appendices are available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org
?? Full Table F.3 and covariance matrix are only available at the CDS
via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/568/A22
the growth of structures in the universe. By precisely mapping
the distance-redshift relation up to redshift z ≈ 1, type Ia su-
pernovae remain, at this stage, the most sensitive probe of the
late-time expansion history of the universe.
This goal motivated large-scale systematic searches for
SNe Ia in the past decade. High-redshift (up to z ∼ 1) programs
include the Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS, Astier et al. 2006;
Sullivan et al. 2011), the ESSENCE project (Wood-Vasey et al.
2007), and the Pan-STARRS survey (Tonry et al. 2012; Scolnic
et al. 2013; Rest et al. 2013). Intermediate redshifts (0.05 < z <
0.4) were targeted by the SDSS-II supernovae survey (Frieman
et al. 2008; Kessler et al. 2009a; Sollerman et al. 2009; Lampeitl
et al. 2010a; Campbell et al. 2013). Nearby (z < 0.1) programs
include the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics sur-
vey (CfA, Hicken et al. 2009), the Carnegie Supernova Project
(CSP, Contreras et al. 2010; Folatelli et al. 2010; Stritzinger
et al. 2011), the Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS,
Ganeshalingam et al. 2013), and the Nearby Supernova Factory
(SNF, Aldering et al. 2002). At z > 1, supernova discovery
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and follow-up have been carried out with the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) by several groups (Riess et al. 2007; Suzuki
et al. 2012). With a total of about one thousand SNe Ia discov-
ered and spectroscopically confirmed, these second-generation
surveys provide a measurement of luminosity-distance ratios
with a high statistical precision between z ≈ 0.01 and z ≈ 0.7.
As noted in the recent studies (Conley et al. 2011; Suzuki
et al. 2012; Scolnic et al. 2013), the accuracy of cosmologi-
cal constraints is currently limited by systematic measurement
uncertainties, particularly the uncertainty in the band-to-band
and survey-to-survey relative flux calibration. Since relative flux
measurements are the heart of this technique, this situation is not
surprising, especially if one considers the large number of sur-
veys and instruments involved. Significant efforts have been un-
dertaken to overcome this limitation (Ivezic´ et al. 2007; Regnault
et al. 2009; Tonry et al. 2012). In addition, several other sources
of systematic uncertainty have been identified in SN Ia analy-
ses. The most important concerns are potential biases related
to model assumptions in light-curve fitting techniques (Conley
et al. 2007; Kessler et al. 2009a, 2013; Scolnic et al. 2014), and
variation in the average luminosity of SNe Ia with the prop-
erties of their host galaxies (Sullivan et al. 2010; Kelly et al.
2010; Lampeitl et al. 2010b; Gupta et al. 2011; Johansson et al.
2013b). Comprehensive discussions of the various effects asso-
ciated with the SN Ia Hubble diagram can be found in Kessler
et al. (2009a) and Conley et al. (2011, hereafter C11).
This paper is part of an SNLS-SDSS collaborative effort
called the joint light-curve analysis (hereafter JLA). The JLA
was initiated in 2010 to address the most important limitations
identified in previous analyses. More specifically, the effort was
primarily directed at 1) improving the accuracy of the photomet-
ric calibration of both surveys; 2) more rigorously determining
uncertainties in the SN Ia light-curve models; and 3) including
the full SDSS-II SNe Ia spectroscopic sample in both the light-
curve training and cosmology analysis1. The SDSS-II spectro-
scopic sample is part of the final release of the SDSS-II super-
nova survey (Sako et al. 2014). The resulting improvements in
the SDSS and SNLS photometric calibration accuracy are de-
scribed in Betoule et al. (2013, hereafter B13). Improvements in
the SALT2 model and its uncertainties are described here and in
Mosher et al. (2014, hereafter M14). These improvements were
made without regard to their affect on the derivation of cosmo-
logical parameters from our data. In particular, the recalibration
was completed in October 2012, before its impact on cosmology
was determined.
The main goal of the present paper is to provide stronger cos-
mological constraints from a new analysis of the nearby, SDSS-
II and SNLS three-year samples using the full SDSS-II sample
and the reductions in systematic uncertainties that resulted from
the JLA analyses. Otherwise, we follow closely the approach de-
scribed in the analysis of the first three years of SNLS (Guy et al.
2010; Conley et al. 2011; Sullivan et al. 2011). Improvements in
calibration understanding apply only to the SDSS-II and SNLS
SNe. Therefore, focusing on the control of systematics, we re-
strict ourselves to adding only the last two seasons of the SDSS-
II to the SN data samples that were used in the C11 analysis.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The data samples are
briefly presented in Sect. 2. We describe the joint recalibration
of the SNLS and SDSS photometry in Sect. 3. We summarize
improvements in the systematic uncertainties and validation of
the distance estimates based on the SALT2 model in Sect. 4. We
1 For the C11 analysis, only the first SDSS-II season of data was avail-
able and used.
detail the construction of a low-systematic-error joint Hubble di-
agram in Sect. 5. A determination of Ωm for a flat ΛCDM uni-
verse from supernovae alone is described in Sect. 6. We explain,
in this section, the relative impact of each change relative to the
C11 analysis. We also compare our measurement with the inde-
pendent measurement provided by the Planck CMB experiment.
Section 7 uses additional astrophysical probes in combination
with SNe Ia to break degeneracies and constrain dark energy in
more generic models. In particular, we include precise measure-
ments of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and baryon
acoustic oscillations (BAO). We summarize the main results and
discuss prospects for improvement in Sect. 8.
2. Data samples
In this paper, we present a new compilation of SN Ia light curves
including data from the full three years of the SDSS survey. The
rest of our sample is taken from the compilation assembled in
Conley et al. (2011), hereafter referred to as the “C11 compi-
lation”, comprising SNe from SNLS, HST and several nearby
experiments. This extended sample of 740 SNe Ia is referred to
as the JLA sample.
2.1. The SDSS-II SN Ia sample
The data release of the SDSS-II supernova survey (Sako et al.
2014) delivers light curves for 10 258 variable and transient
sources, as well as host galaxy identification for thousands of
transients, photometric classifications for the candidates with
good multicolor light curves, dedicated spectroscopic observa-
tions for a subset of 889 transients, and host galaxy redshifts ob-
tained using spectra from the original SDSS spectrograph, the
SDSS-III BOSS spectrograph, and the telescopes used to ob-
tain SDSS SN spectra. These observations resulted in the largest
sample of supernova candidates ever compiled with 4607 likely
supernovae, 500 of which have been confirmed as SNe Ia by the
spectroscopic follow-up. Our JLA sample includes a selection of
374 SNe Ia from this spectroscopic sample. Here we give a brief
summary of the survey, photometry and calibration.
The SDSS-II Supernova Survey used the SDSS camera
(Gunn et al. 1998) on the SDSS 2.5 m telescope (York et al.
2000; Gunn et al. 2006) at the Apache Point Observatory (APO)
to search for SNe in the northern fall seasons (September 1
through November 30) of 2005 to 2007. This survey scanned a
region centered on the celestial equator in the southern Galactic
hemisphere (designated stripe 82) that is 2.5◦ wide and spans
right ascensions of 20h to 4h, covering a total area of 300 deg2
with a typical cadence of observations of once every four nights.
Images were taken in five broad passbands, ugriz (Fukugita
et al. 1996; Doi et al. 2010), with 55 s exposures and processed
through the PHOTO photometric pipeline (Lupton et al. 2001).
Within 24 h of collecting the data, a dedicated computing cluster
at APO was used to search the images for SN candidates. Spectra
of selected SN candidates were observed in a program involving
about a dozen telescopes: the Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET),
the Apache Point Observatory 3.5 m Telescope (APO), the
Subaru Telescope, the 2.4-m Hiltner Telescope at the Michigan-
Dartmouth-MIT Observatory (MDM), the European Southern
Observatory (ESO) New Technology Telescope (NTT), the
Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT), the Southern African Large
Telescope (SALT), the William Herschel Telescope (WHT), the
Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG), the Keck I Telescope, and
the Magellan Telescope. Details of the SDSS-II SN Survey are
given in Frieman et al. (2008) and Sako et al. (2008), and the
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procedures for spectroscopic identification and redshift determi-
nations are described in Zheng et al. (2008). Some subsamples
of the spectra have been subjected to more detailed analyzes
(Östman et al. 2011; Konishi et al. 2011b; Foley et al. 2012).
The determination of host galaxy redshifts for the BOSS data is
described in Olmstead et al. (2014).
The SN photometry for SDSS-II is based on scene model
photometry (SMP) described in Holtzman et al. (2008). The ba-
sic approach of SMP is to simultaneously model the ensem-
ble of survey images covering an SN candidate location as a
time-varying point source (the SN) and sky background plus
a time-independent galaxy background and nearby calibration
stars, all convolved with a time-varying point-spread function
(PSF). The fitted parameters are SN position, SN flux for each
epoch and passband, and the host-galaxy intensity distribution
in each passband. The galaxy model for each passband is a
20 × 20 grid of CCD pixels (approximately 8′′ × 8′′), and each
of the 15 × 15(pixels) × 5(passbands) = 1125 galaxy intensities
is an independent fit parameter. As there is no pixel resampling
or convolution of the observed images, the procedure yields re-
liable statistical error estimates.
The calibration is based on the catalog in Ivezic´ et al. (2007),
and the resulting SN fluxes returned by SMP are in the native
SDSS system. Here we use true AB magnitudes obtained by ap-
plying the small AB offsets in Table 23 of B13. As part of this
JLA effort, a declination-dependent calibration adjustment has
been applied as described in B13 and Sect. 3.3.2 below.
2.2. The C11 compilation
The C11 compilation includes 242 spectroscopically confirmed
SNe Ia from the first three seasons of the five-year SNLS sur-
vey. The survey covered four 1 deg2 fields using the MegaCam
imager on the 3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT).
Images were taken in four passbands similar to those used by
the SDSS: gM , rM , iM , zM , where the subscript M denotes the
MegaCam system. Each field and passband was repeatedly im-
aged four or five times per lunation, with exposure times of ∼1 h
(see Sullivan et al. 2006 for details) in order to discover SNe at
redshifts up to z ∼ 1. The SNLS images were rapidly processed
to discover live transients. About 1000 supernovae were discov-
ered in the redshift range 0.2 < z < 1, and 420 of them have
been confirmed as a type Ia by massive spectroscopic follow-up
programs (Howell et al. 2005; Bronder et al. 2008; Ellis et al.
2008; Balland et al. 2009; Walker et al. 2011).
The rest of the compilation is dominated by low-z (z < 0.08)
SNe from the third release (Hicken et al. 2009) of photomet-
ric data acquired at the Whipple Observatory of the Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA3). The data were
acquired between 2001 and 2008 using three different CCD
cameras (Keplercam, Minicam and 4Shooter2) and photome-
try in the natural systems (UBVRI or UBVri) is provided. We
also include high quality photometric data from the first release
(Contreras et al. 2010) of the Carnegie Supernova Project (CSP).
Those data were acquired by the SWOPE instrument at the Las
Campanas Observatory. We make use of the photometry avail-
able in the natural SWOPE system (ugriBV). The low-z part of
the compilation is complemented with older data from various
origins (mostly Altavilla et al. 2004; Hamuy et al. 1996; Jha et al.
2006; Riess et al. 1999). Those data are calibrated against the
Landolt (1992) photometric standards and color corrected to the
Landolt UBVRI system. This last step introduces additional un-
certainties in the photometry that needs to be taken into account
(see Appendix B.2).
Finally, the C11 compilation includes photometry of 14 very
high redshift (0.7 < z < 1.4) SNe Ia from space-based obser-
vations with the HST (Riess et al. 2007). The observations were
obtained with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS in wide-
field mode) and camera 2 of the NICMOS instrument.
3. Joint photometric calibration of the SNLS
and the SDSS-II surveys
3.1. The SDSS-II and SNLS supernova surveys
The SDSS-II and SNLS experiments provide a large fraction of
the currently available SNe Ia sample (613 out of 740 SNe Ia
in our sample). Both experiments were part of large photometric
and spectroscopic surveys, with the photometric component con-
ducted in rolling-search mode using a single, well-characterized
photometric instrument.
The similarity (in design) and complementarity (in redshift)
of the two surveys motivated the attempt to combine efforts for a
joint analysis of the data. While B13 gives a detailed description
of the recalibration of the SDSS-II and SNLS surveys, a brief
summary is given below along with the details of the calibration
transfer to the photometry of supernovae. We then describe con-
sistent estimates of calibration uncertainties for the full sample.
3.2. Calibration of photometric measurements
Many of the stars surrounding supernovae in the science fields
are non-variable at the mmag level and can be used as flux ref-
erences. The photometry of supernovae is made relative to those
stars, referred to as “tertiary standards”.
The photometry for the SDSS and SNLS samples was per-
formed completely independently but with methods that were
similar. The description of the SN differential photometry tech-
nique applied to the SNLS data is given in Astier et al. (2013,
Sect. 5, hereafter A13).The algorithm has been validated using
semi-artificial sources introduced in real images and has demon-
strated to accurately recover the supernovae flux relative to sur-
rounding stars with a systematic uncertainty about 1.5 mmag.
The SDSS photometry is described in Holtzman et al. (2008)
and has also been tested with artificial sources and null sources
using pre-explosion epochs of real SN.
The photometry methods deliver instrumental fluxes of su-
pernovae and tertiary standards in consistent but arbitrary units.
The interpretation of those “instrumental” fluxes φ then relies on
the following model:
φ10−0.4Zb =
∫
λ
λTb(λ)S SN(λ)dλ∫
λ
λTb(λ)S ref(λ)dλ
(1)
where S SN(λ) is the supernova spectral energy distribution
(SED) as a function of wavelength, Tb(λ) is the effective in-
strument transmission in photometric band b, S ref(λ) is the SED
reference which defines the magnitude system, and Zb is the cal-
ibration constant (zero-point) which anchors the magnitude sys-
tem to physical units. The precise determination of Zb and Tb is
the purpose of survey calibration.
Currently, our model for Tb(λ) is built from laboratory
or in situ transmission measurements of the CCD and filter
passbands, combined with on site measurements of the mean
atmospheric absorption. The determination of Zb relies on obser-
vations of flux standards. This role is currently played by spec-
trophotometric standard stars. SN Ia studies rely on the most ac-
curate set of standards available, which were established using
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the HST STIS instrument, and are obtained from the CALSPEC
database (Bohlin & Gilliland 2004; Bohlin 2010).
SDSS-II and SNLS had independent calibration strate-
gies, both relying on observations obtained with intermediate
instruments. SNLS calibration relied on observations of the
BD +17 4708 primary standard in the Landolt photometric sys-
tem (Landolt & Uomoto 2007), while in SDSS, the tertiary stars
were compared to the HST solar analog standard stars using a
dedicated monitor telescope (Tucker et al. 2006). The joint cal-
ibration analysis of the SNLS and SDSS surveys (B13) resulted
in improvements in our understanding of survey instruments and
calibration accuracy. Detailed comparisons of the two instru-
ment responses led to two revisions:
1. The effective transmission curves Tr(λ) and Ti(λ) of
MegaCam in r and i bands were revised. This revision re-
sulted in a 3 nm shift of the central wavelength toward the
red, which is larger than the previously estimated uncertainty
in the MegaCam passbands (about 1 nm).
2. A 2% non-uniformity of the SDSS monitor telescope photo-
metric response has been corrected. This non-uniformity had
virtually no impact on the calibration transfer; however, the
uniformity of the SN survey was affected.
The calibration accuracy was further improved thanks to two
additional sets of observations conducted with MegaCam at
the CFHT. The first set of MegaCam observations was in the
SDSS-II and SNLS science fields, and was dedicated to the di-
rect cross-calibration of the two surveys. Analysis of this cross-
calibration sample with the above corrections shows that the
photometry of the two instruments is uniform at the 3 mmag
level. It also demonstrates the relative agreement of their cali-
brations at the 5 mmag level in riz and 10 mmag in g. The sec-
ond set was dedicated to direct observations of three primary
HST standards (see Table 3), with the goal of reducing the num-
ber of steps in the calibration chain to a minimum. Combining
these new observations with the previous calibration data from
the SNLS and SDSS results in a redundant and consistent picture
of the SNLS and SDSS calibrations with reliable uncertainties.
In the most sensitive bands (g, r, i), the uncertainties introduced
in the calibration transfer are now typically smaller than the un-
certainty in the HST flux standards (∼3 mmag); in other words,
our calibration is now limited by the precision in the CALSPEC
flux calibration. A detailed review of the current error budget is
provided at the end of this section (Sect. 3.4).
3.3. Recalibration of SDSS-II and SNLS supernova light
curves
The joint calibration resulted the large set of calibrated tertiary
standard stars (published in B13) for the SDSS-II and SNLS sci-
ence fields. We now turn to the transfer of this calibration to the
supernovae photometry.
3.3.1. SNLS
We rely on the SNLS3 photometry of supernovae published in
Guy et al. (2010, hereafter G10). The SNLS3 photometry used
the PSF “resampled photometry” method (RSP) described in
A13. Here we improve the calibration transfer from tertiary stars
to supernovae that accounts for the differences between aperture
photometry (used for the standards stars2) and PSF photometry
2 Part of MegaCam calibration exposures were taken out-of-focus to
avoid saturation of the brightest standards, making the direct use of PSF
photometry in the calibration impracticable in practice.
Table 1. Coefficient of synthetic color transformation between aperture
and PSF MegaCam magnitudes.
g r i z
γ1 (mmag) −1.54 ± 0.14 0.01 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.05 −0.31 ± 0.03
γ2 × 103 −3.76 ± 0.11 −0.63 ± 0.01 −1.31 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.03
Notes. See Eq. (2). Quoted uncertainties are 1σ.
(for SNe). According to the analysis of A13, Sect. 8, we imple-
ment two corrections to address the following issues:
1. The actual shape of the PSF varies with wavelength. This
variation is not taken into account by the PSF photom-
etry method. As a consequence, the effective throughput
of the photometry varies with wavelength (see, e.g., G10,
Sect. 3.2). In practice, natural PSF and aperture magnitudes
correspond to slightly different photometric systems.
2. Individual measurements with aperture photometry are con-
taminated by local background structure (B13, Sect. 4.3.4).
The procedure is otherwise similar to that of G10.
Taking the two effects into account, the calibration equation
for the PSF zero-points reads:
Z = 〈map + 2.5 log10(φpsf + Npix sˆ) + γ2(g − i) + γ1〉 (2)
where map are the aperture magnitudes published in B13, φpsf
are the instrumental PSF fluxes, Npix sˆ accounts for the effective
contamination of apertures of size Npix (about 800 pixels) by
background residual levels sˆ (estimated for each star along with
PSF fluxes), g−i are the AB colors of tertiary stars, and γ1 and γ2
are the coefficients of a linear color transformation between the
aperture and PSF systems. The γ1 and γ2 coefficients are given
in Table 1.
The weighted ensemble average of all the tertiary stars in a
given band, field, and CCD is used to compute the zero-point.
A few quality cuts are applied to the tertiary stars prior to the
fit, and are summarized in Table 2. In particular we select stars
in a magnitude range where the aperture catalog is not affected
by selection bias (B13, Fig. 12) and in a color range where the
aperture to PSF transformations are accurate. We discard poten-
tially variable stars by applying a cut on the χ2 of repeated mea-
surements. Outliers are rejected iteratively at 2.5σ. Residuals
for the zero-point fit are displayed as a function of magnitude
in Fig. 1 and show that the non-linearities noted in G10, Fig. 5
are now corrected at the mmag level by the aperture contam-
ination correction. The cuts leave about 25 stars, on average,
per CCD and field for the determination of each zero-point.
The typical statistical uncertainty on the zero-point determina-
tion is about 1 mmag, which is small compared to the system-
atic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty associated with the
color transformation and aperture corrections amounts to 0.1,
0.8, 1.0, 0.9 mmag in griz, respectively. In addition, A13 quotes
a 1.5 mmag systematic accounting for potential bias in the RSP
photometry method.
With respect to the previous release of SNLS light curves
(G10), the griz zero-points are shifted on average by −12.9,
−0.9, 1.3 and −17.9 mmag. The main contribution to this change
is the recalibration of the tertiary standard catalog, the new
transfer procedure described above contributing only noticeably
in g and i. The changes in the calibration of the SNLS ter-
tiaries involved the correction of a sign error (described in B13,
Sect. 10.4) in addition to the revision of MegaCam r and i trans-
mission curves and the new calibration data described above
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Table 2. Selection of SNLS tertiary stars entering the determination of zero-points.
g r i z
Magnitude range 17 < g < 21 17.5 < r < 21 17.5 < i < 21 16.5 < z < 20
Color range 0.25 < g − i < 2.75 0.25 < g − i < 2.75 0.25 < g − i < 2.75 0.25 < g − i < 2.75
PSF fit qualitya χ2psf/d.o.f. < 20 χ
2
psf/d.o.f. < 20 χ
2
psf/d.o.f. < 20 χ
2
psf/d.o.f. < 20
Repeatability of aperture fluxb χ2ap/d.o.f. < 5 χ
2
ap/d.o.f. < 5 χ
2
ap/d.o.f. < 5 χ
2
ap/d.o.f. < 5
Notes. (a) Errors in the PSF model are not taken into account in the computation of the χ2. As a result, for bright stars the χ2 can be large.
Nevertheless, catastrophic χ2 are more likely to be related to measurements affected by undetected saturation which should be discarded. This cut
removes about 0.8% of the tertiary stars. (b) The χ2 is built from an accurate model of aperture photometry errors (see B13, Eq. (15)). Large χ2 are
related either to variable stars or to problems in the aperture photometry (e.g., apertures with varying contamination).
Fig. 1. Difference between aperture and PSF photometry as a function
of the SNLS tertiary standard star magnitude. The aperture photome-
try from B13 has been corrected for residual contamination using an
estimate of the local background level obtained with PSF photometry.
The magnitude range used in the zero-point fit (vertical dashed lines) is
chosen so that the aperture catalog is expected to be free from selection
bias (B13, Fig. 12).
(Sect. 3.2). Note that the new calibration relies on the obser-
vations of 5 HST standards (three observed directly) rather than
just a single one3 as in C11. The change in g zero-point is the
most significant (3σ), as the various contributions act in the
same direction in this band. The other zero-point changes are
well within the previously quoted uncertainties.
3.3.2. SDSS
The photometry of SDSS-II supernovae and their calibration is
described in Holtzman et al. (2008). The differential supernova
photometry is based on a comparison of the PSF magnitude of
the supernova and the PSF magnitudes of nearby tertiary stan-
dard stars and is insensitive to errors in the PSF. Chromatic ef-
fects in the SDSS PSF are expected to be negligible. The joint
calibration study (B13) calibrates directly the PSF magnitudes
of SDSS tertiary stars. Direct measurements of HST standard
stars by the monitor telescope and by MegaCam, transformed
to the SDSS survey telescope, allow a computation of the zero-
points for each SDSS filter. The HST solar analog standard stars
3 BD +17 4708, which is somewhat peculiar, as discussed in Regnault
et al. (2009, Sect. 11).
Table 3. Number of STIS visits for the observed CALSPEC standards.
Star BD +17 4708 P041C P177Db P330Eb SNAP2b
# visita 3 2 2 3 1
Notes. (a) Mininum for the grism G430L and G750L. (b) Those three
stars were observed directly with MegaCam.
are used to minimize any possible error in color terms in the
transformation from the monitor to the survey telescope. The
zero-points thus obtained are slightly different than the nominal
SDSS zero-points, resulting in small corrections to the reported
magnitudes. Since the SDSS photometry is obtained as a dif-
ference between the SN and stellar magnitudes, the correction
of the PSF catalogs described in B13 can be readily applied to
SN photometry. The correction takes the following form:
m′ = m − f (δ) − δab (3)
where f is the uniformity correction that is a function of decli-
nation δ as given in B13, Fig. 23, and δab is the average offset
of corrected SDSS magnitudes to the AB system given in B13,
Table 23. Recalibration of SDSS-II light curves is carried out by
applying Eq. (3) to the natural SN magnitudes. Once this correc-
tion is applied, the average calibration of SDSS-II SNe is shifted
by −31, −4, 0, 0 and −6 mmag in u, g, r, i and z. The gri changes
are well within expected uncertainties (about 6 mmag). The u
and z band photometry were not used in previous analyses of the
SDSS SN spectroscopic sample (Kessler et al. 2009b; Conley
et al. 2011). A full description of the recalibrated light curves
can be found in Sako et al. (2014).
3.4. Uncertainties in the photometric calibration of light
curves
The interpretation of supernova measurements is affected by un-
certainties on the Tb(λ) and Zb terms of Eq. (1). We parameter-
ize the uncertainty on Tb by a single parameter: the shift of the
mean wavelength λeffb (interpreted as a global shift of the trans-
mission function). The vector of calibration parameters is thus
κ = (Zb, λeffb ) with b running over all the photometric bands of all
the instruments. We summarize the uncertainties affecting those
parameters in a single covariance matrix assembled as follows.
In all cases, our primary flux calibration reference is the HST
system as defined in the CALSPEC 2011 release. We thus con-
sider the following sources of uncertainty:
1. The uncertainty on the color of the primary flux reference,
i.e., the definition of the HST system itself.
2. The STIS measurement error affecting the transfer of the pri-
mary HST calibrators to the CALSPEC secondary standards.
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Table 4. Internal calibration uncertainties for the low-z samples split by photometric systems.
Instrument Standardh Keplercamh 4Shooterh SWOPEh
Band U B V R I U B V r i U B V R I u g r i B V
σ(λeff)a (nm) 2.5c 1.2c 1.2c 2.5c 2.5c 2.5c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 2.5c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7c 0.7d 0.8d 0.4d 0.2d 0.7d 0.3d
σ(Z)b (mmag) 100g 15c 15c 15c 15c 31 f 11c 7c 25 f 7c 70g 11c 7c 7c 20c 23e 9e 8e 7e 8e 8e
Notes. (a) Uncertainty in the mean filter wavelength. (b) Internal sources of systematic uncertainty in the calibration. It includes the uncertainty in
the calibration transfer between secondary and tertiary standards and systematic uncertainties in the SN photometry. For measurements reported in
the Landolt system, it also includes an uncertainty associated to the color transformation of supernovae from the observer’s system. (c) From C11.
(d) Includes the uncertainties on the new measurement of SWOPE transmission curves presented in Stritzinger et al. (2011) plus the effect of a
0.25 airmass change on the atmospheric extinction curve. (e) From Mosher et al. (2012). ( f ) See Appendix B.1. (g) See Appendix B.2. (h) Keplercam
and 4Shooter are the two main photometric instruments used in the CfAIII survey. SWOPE is the photometric instrument of the CSP survey. We
refer to the Landolt photometric system in which the historical measurements are color transformed as the “standard” instrument.
3. The error in the ground-based photometric measurements of
the CALSPEC standards.
4. The error in the calibration transfer from the CALSPEC stan-
dards to the tertiary standards.
5. Extra sources of systematic uncertainties introduced by the
SN photometry method.
6. Uncertainties in the instrument response curves.
Items 1–2 constitute an external source of uncertainty (affecting
the CALSPEC spectra) which is common to all surveys. Items 3–
5 affect the accuracy of the calibration transfer from the primary
CALSPEC standards to the supernova measurements. Item 3 is
thought to be well estimated and understood in all cases. Items 4
and 5 are survey specific. In the case of SNLS and SDSS they
are thought to be well controlled (B13). The control of Item 6
also varies from one survey to another; however, its importance
in the calibration is typically of second order.
Note that we do not consider uncertainties on the absolute
flux scale of the primary flux reference as such uncertainties
would only affect the overall normalization, which is marginal-
ized away in our Hubble diagram analysis.
3.4.1. Global uncertainties on the flux standards
We follow the assumptions made in B13 for modeling the uncer-
tainty on CALSPEC spectra. Namely, we assume a global 0.5%
slope uncertainty (1σ) over the range 3000–10 000 Å for the un-
certainty in the white-dwarf system color4.
In addition, we consider the STIS measurement error for
individual spectra, which is accurately measured from the re-
peated observations of the monitoring star AGK +81 266. We
assume that the measurement uncertainty on composite spectra
decreases as the square root of the number of STIS visits. When
the number of visits is not the same for the two grisms consid-
ered, we conservatively use the smaller number of visits. The
number of visits per star for CALSPEC spectra version 003 is
given in Table 3.
3.4.2. Uncertainties in the SNLS and SDSS calibration
Uncertainties affecting the calibration transfer from HST stan-
dard to the SNLS and SDSS tertiary stars are taken from B13,
Table 22. We account for correlations between bands introduced
4 The white dwarf system was recently redefined by a change in
the modeling of the white dwarf fluxes (see http://www.stsci.
edu/hst/observatory/crds/calspec.html). The change induced
in color (about 0.003 in g − z color) is consistent with our estimate of
the uncertainty.
by the cross-calibration of the two surveys, for the correla-
tion between filter wavelength shifts λeffb , and the definition of
the AB zero-point Zb. For SNLS only, we add in quadrature
the systematic uncertainty associated with the calibration trans-
fer from tertiary standards to supernova light curves discussed
above (Sect. 3.3).
3.4.3. Uncertainties in the calibration of the low-z sample
All low-z experiments are calibrated against secondary photo-
metric standards: either the Smith (Smith et al. 2002) or Landolt
(Landolt 1992) equatorial standards. In both cases, photome-
try in the secondary system for the F-subdwarf BD +17 4708
CALPSEC spectrophotometric standard is available (Smith et al.
2002; Landolt & Uomoto 2007), and can be used to anchor the
photometry to the HST flux scale. We must account for mea-
surement uncertainties of BD +17 4708 in both systems as a
correlated source of uncertainties for all low-z samples.
A complete review of internal calibration uncertainties was
made in C11. We follow their prescriptions except for uncertain-
ties in the CSP and CfAIII samples that are revised according
to Stritzinger et al. (2011), Mosher et al. (2012), and a com-
parison study described in Appendix B.1. We also revisit the
U band calibration uncertainty in the low-z sample as described
in Appendix B.2. Table 4 summarizes internal calibration uncer-
tainties attributed to the low-z sample.
3.4.4. Uncertainties in the calibration of HST supernovae
We use the interpretation of Riess et al. (2007) HST SN cali-
bration described in C11, Sect. 2.4. Given the small statistical
weight of the HST sample included in this analysis, it was not
necessary to propagate recent improvements in the treatment of
the NICMOS non-linearity (Suzuki et al. 2012).
3.4.5. Full covariance matrix of calibration uncertainties
We summarize the calibration uncertainties, accounting for cor-
related effects between bands and surveys, into a covariance ma-
trix of the calibration parameter vector κ. The full covariance
matrix is released with the data (see Appendix F). The square
roots of the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are given
in Table 5. For the SDSS-II and SNLS surveys that dominate our
sample, the accuracy of the average calibration is at the 5 mmag
level, primarily due to the uncertainty in the CALPSEC flux
standards.
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Table 5. Uncertainties in calibration parameters.
σ(Z) σ(λeff)
(mmag) (nm)
MEGACAM (SNLS)
g 3 0.3
r 6 3.7
i 4 3.1
z 8 0.6
SDSS
u 8 0.6
g 4 0.6
r 2 0.6
i 3 0.6
z 5 0.6
STANDARD
U 100 2.5
B 15 1.2
V 15 1.2
R 15 2.5
I 15 2.5
4SHOOTER (CfAIII)
Us 70 2.5
B 11 0.7
V 7 0.7
R 8 0.7
I 20 0.7
Keplercam (CfAIII)
Us 31 2.5
B 11 0.7
V 7 0.7
r 25 0.7
i 8 0.7
SWOPE (CSP)
u 23 0.7
g 9 0.8
r 8 0.4
i 8 0.2
B 8 0.7
V 8 0.3
NICMOS (HST)
F110W 24 0.0
F160W 62 0.0
ACSWF (HST)
F606W 10 0.0
F625W 10 0.0
F775W 20 0.0
F814W 20 0.0
F850LP 20 0.0
Notes. A provision for the filter uncertainty in the NICMOS and ACS
instruments is already included in the zero-point uncertainty available
from the literature.
4. Joint training of the light-curve model
4.1. Supernova models and distance estimates
Distance estimation with SNe Ia is based on the empirical ob-
servation that these events form a homogeneous class whose re-
maining variability is reasonably well captured by two param-
eters (see, e.g., Tripp 1998). One parameter describes the time
stretching of the light-curve (X1 in what follows), and the other
describes the supernova color at maximum brightness (C in what
follows).
Specifically, the distance estimator used in this analysis (and
in most similar cosmological analyses) assumes that supernovae
with identical color, shape and galactic environment have on
average the same intrinsic luminosity for all redshifts. This hy-
pothesis is quantified by a linear model, yielding a standardized
distance modulus µ = 5 log10(dL/10 pc):
µ = m?B − (MB − α × X1 + β ×C) (4)
where m?B corresponds to the observed peak magnitude in rest-
frame B band and α, β and MB are nuisance parameters in the
distance estimate. Both the absolute magnitude MB and β param-
eter were found to depend on host galaxy properties (Sullivan
et al. 2011; Johansson et al. 2013b) although the mechanism
is not fully understood. We use the C11 procedure to approxi-
mately correct for these effects assuming that the absolute mag-
nitude is related to the host stellar mass (Mstellar) by a simple step
function5:
MB =
{
M1B if Mstellar < 10
10 M.
M1B + ∆M otherwise.
(5)
The light-curve parameters (m?B, X1,C) result from the fit of a
model of the SN Ia spectral sequence to the photometric data.
Light-curve fitting techniques have a long history, and the po-
tential biases introduced by specific model choices have raised
some concerns (see, e.g., Kessler et al. 2009a). The estimate of
model systematics in the C11 analysis was based on the compar-
ison of light-curve parameters reconstructed from the same data
by two different models (SALT2 and SiFTO, Conley et al. 2008).
Such a scheme is only moderately satisfying as both methods
could share similar biases, leading to underestimated errors, or
one model could have substantially larger errors than the other.
By using extensive Monte Carlo simulations, the analysis
from M14 provides a significant improvement in the determi-
nation of light-curve model biases. Varying the underlying su-
pernova model in the range currently allowed by data, it demon-
strates that the data-driven SALT2 method, trained on samples
comparable to the G10 sample, recovers the input distances
without introducing a significant bias between low and high-
redshift distances (see Sect. 4.4). Therefore, we adopt the SALT2
method for the present analysis, and base our systematic estimate
on the M14 results.
4.2. The SALT2 model
The SALT2 model is a first order description of the time-spectral
sequence of SNe Ia, multiplied by a time independent color-law.
At phase p and wavelength λ, the flux density model for a given
supernova is:
S SN(p, λ) = X0
(
M0(p, λ) + X1M1(p, λ)
)
exp(C × CL(λ)), (6)
where the normalization, shape and color parameters X0, X1
and C, respectively, are evaluated for each SN6. The mean spec-
tral sequenceM0, the first order deviation around the mean se-
quenceM1 and the phase-independent color-law CL are trained
on a photometric and spectroscopic sample of spectroscopically
identified SNe Ia (see below Sect. 4.3).
The model does not capture all the variability of observed
supernovae. The remaining deviations to the model, sometimes
referred to as the “intrinsic scatter”, have to be accounted for
5 We do not consider an additional dependency of β because it does
not have a significant impact on the cosmology.
6 For a given SN, m?B can be readily computed from the adjusted
model, and we equivalently use (m?B, X1, C) instead of (X0, X1, C) as
parameters in the cosmology fit.
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in some way. In SALT2, the remaining scatter db,p affecting a
measurement point at phase p in band b is modeled as:
db,p = b,p + κbmb,p (7)
where mb,p is the magnitude prediction from Eq. (6) and b,p and
κb are assumed to be independent, centered Gaussian random
variables. The term b,p describes phase dependent variations in
the magnitude around the predicted light-curve in band b. The
set of the b,p are referred to as the “error snake”. The term κb
describes variations in the relative amplitude of the multiband
light curves around the predicted color-law. The κb are referred
to as the “k-correction error”. The variances of b,p and κb are
functions fitted as part of the training process, so that the final
model describes the observed variability.
The training ofM0,M1, CL and the associated error model
are done iteratively. A detailed description of the model and
training procedure is given in M14.
4.3. Training SALT2 on the JLA sample
The previous public release of the SALT2 model (v2.2) was
described in G10. It has been trained on photometric and
spectroscopic data from the literature (e.g., Schmidt et al. 1994;
Patat et al. 1996; Hamuy et al. 2002; Benetti et al. 2004;
Matheson et al. 2008) and high-z supernovae data from the
SNLS (Ellis et al. 2008; Balland et al. 2009). The training sample
also includes high quality data from nearby SNe Ia that are not
in the Hubble flow. Biasing of the model could occur due to con-
tamination by peculiar events, use of poorly sampled light curves
with ill-defined maximum date, or biased selection of brightest
events. To prevent such biases, cuts in redshift and quality were
applied to form the G10 sample.
Here we add SDSS-II photometric data to the G10 training
sample, and we refer to this extended G10+SDSS-II sample as
the “JLA” training sample. Our selection of SDSS-II data fol-
lows the procedure of G10. We use only the spectroscopically
identified sample, and we estimate the initial fit parameters from
a fit with the G10 SALT2 model. As selection biases become
significant in the SDSS-II sample at z > 0.25, we discard SNe
above this limit. We evaluated the dependence of the cosmology
on the redshift cut by using alternative cuts at z = 0.2 and z = 0.3
and found that the dependence was weak enough to be ignored.
We require the date of maximum t0 and the light-curve shape pa-
rameter X1 to be well constrained, which efficiently selects light
curves with good sampling. We discard SNe whose fitted color
and shape parameters lie well outside the range of model valid-
ity. Finally, we select SNe with limited extinction by dust in the
Milky-Way. The cuts are listed in Table 6 along with the number
of supernovae discarded at each step. The remaining supernova
light curves were visually inspected, as detailed in Appendix A.
A total of 24 problematic light curves were discarded, mostly
because of apparent problems in the sampling or photometry.
The resulting sample of 207 new SDSS-II SNe was added to
the G10 training sample. A single SN in the original sample was
removed: SNLS 03D4gl, which does not have post-max data. We
retrained SALT2 on this extended and recalibrated training sam-
ple. The resulting model functions are compared to those of the
G10 model in Figs. 2 and 3. The larger changes occur in the UV
and infrared region where the model is now better constrained
by the newly added data. The recalibrated and retrained version
of the SALT2 model can be obtained from the SALT2 web page
(see Appendix F).
Table 6.Number of supernovae discarded by the successive cuts applied
to the SDSS-II sample before inclusion in the training sample.
Discarded Remaining
Initial – 507
z < 0.25 170 337
σ(t0) < 0.5 85 252
σ(X1) < 0.5 14 238
−0.3 < C < 0.3 9 229
−3 < X1 < 3 1 228
E(B − V)mw < 0.15 1 227
Othera 24 203
Notes. (a) See Appendix A.
4.4. Light-curve model uncertainties
The SALT2 training procedure described above was evaluated
with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in M14. The basic princi-
ple of this analysis is to perform an end-to-end SALT2 analy-
sis on realistic simulations, where the analysis starts with train-
ing and ends with fitting for w. For a given reference supernova
model, realistic SALT2 training sets including light curves and
spectra are generated using the SNANA package (Kessler et al.
2009b). They have the same cadence, wavelength coverage and
noise as the SALT2 training sample used in the present study;
in that sense, they are realistic. For each of those training sam-
ples, the SALT2 model is trained, and then used to fit the light
curves of a statistically independent sample of supernovae gen-
erated using the same reference model. The light-curve param-
eters of those test supernovae are used to estimate distances µ
(Eq. (4)). The distances are corrected for selection effects using
a dedicated simulation, similar to the one described in Sect. 5.3.
Finally, the set of corrected distance moduli, µcorr, are compared
to the input cosmology to test for potential biases.
4.4.1. Regularization in the training of SALT2
The current training sample lacks reliable spectroscopic data at
early phases in the UV. Constrained only by photometric data,
the training of the spectroscopic sequences in these regions is
an unstable deconvolution process that requires some amount of
regularization. A high level of regularization, however, distorts
the spectral model by smoothing spectral features. The simula-
tion tests in M14 have shown that our choice of regularization re-
sults in a small bias in the distance modulus of about 0.005 mag
in the redshift range 0.2 < z < 1.
4.4.2. Limitations in the parameterization
For extreme values of the shape parameter, the first order expan-
sion from Eq. (6) cannot describe the actual shape of SN Ia light
curves at early and late phases. To test this limitation, we evalu-
ated the bias from input models based on the time stretching of
the spectral sequence established by Hsiao et al. (2007), which
cannot be fully reproduced by SALT2. The simulations in M14
indicate that the distance modulus bias from this limitation of
the SALT2 model are less than 3 mmag.
4.4.3. Residual scatter model
The current SALT2 model compresses the multiwavelength in-
formation available on SNe Ia into the two parameters (m?B,C).
This compression is trained to describe the mean behavior of
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Fig. 2. Comparison ofM0 templates between the previous release of the SALT2 model (G10) and the present release trained on the JLA sample.
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Fig. 3. Top: comparison of the reconstructed color law CL for two train-
ings of the SALT2 model (see Eq. (6)): the present release trained on the
JLA sample (back dashed line) and the previous release of the SALT2
model from G10 (red solid line). We display −0.1 logCL, which is ap-
proximately the rms magnitude variation from color variation. Bottom:
difference in the two color laws.
the SN Ia population, but does not encompass all their diversity
as already explained in Sect. 4.2. Whatever the physical phe-
nomenon causing the remaining scatter (differences between ex-
trinsic and intrinsic extinction, unmodeled variability of spectral
features ...), it is treated as noise independent from one broad-
band to another. Modeling the scatter restores the capacity to
predict distances when the SN Ia population is biased from se-
lection effects (see the discussion on selection biases in Sect. 5.3)
and enables proper error propagation to distances. However, the
accuracy of bias corrections depends on the accuracy of the un-
derlying assumptions about the scatter model. Thus, the exact
impact on cosmology depends on subtle interplay between the
SN model training, the light-curve fitting to determine distances,
and the bias corrections.
The SALT2 model assumes there is no correlation of the
scatter between different photometric bands. As part of the JLA
analysis, the impact of this assumption was tested recently in
Kessler et al. (2013, hereafter K13), on simulated samples drawn
from models with correlations. In particular, models of the in-
trinsic scatter were built from measurements of spectral scatter
in SNFactory data (Chotard et al. 2011). This analysis, however,
did not include training the SALT2 model on the simulated sam-
ple. Based on the same models of intrinsic scatter, M14 is the
first analysis to evaluate the effect using the entire analysis chain,
including the training of the SALT2 model and the bias correc-
tion. The M14 results, therefore, supersede those in K13. They
show that, in the most adverse case, the bias on reconstructed
distance moduli is less than 0.03 mag at very high redshifts that
are most sensitive to the rest-frame UV region.
M14 does not test explicitly for variations of spectral fea-
tures, in particular the strong variations of Calcium features in
the near UV. However, by introducing broadband magnitude
scatter trained on measured spectral scatter as given in Chotard
et al. (2011), the simulation implicitly includes the impact of
spectral features on broadband magnitudes.
As noted recently by Scolnic et al. (2014, hereafter S14),
the intrinsic scatter models from K13 that are used in M14 do
not vary the assumptions regarding the distribution of extrin-
sic color. S14 propose an alternative model where extinction is
attributed entirely to interstellar dust with properties similar to
dust in the Milky Way (i.e., β ≈ 4.1). This reddening is then
smeared by intrinsic color variations uncorrelated with bright-
ness, explaining both the observed color distribution and the low
recovered β value. This model is similar to the model labeled
“H-C11”7 in M14. The differences are the value of β, set to 4.1
in S14 instead of 3.1 in M14, and the underlying distribution
of extrinsic color, which in the S14 model is strongly asymmet-
ric with c > −0.1, instead of only slightly asymmetric in M14.
Biasing of distances arises if the simulated bias corrections are
based on an incorrect model of intrinsic scatter. As the assump-
tions about intrinsic dispersion remain the same in both cases,
the changes proposed in S14 are not expected to significantly
7 H-C11 definition: H refers to the Hsiao et al. (2007) spectral se-
quence that is modified with time stretching and the G10 color law;
C11 refers to the intrinsic scatter model based on Chotard et al. (2011),
and it includes much more color variation compared to the G10 scatter
model.
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Fig. 4. Bias in reconstructed distance modulus as a function of redshift.
Simulations follow the color variation model described in Scolnic et al.
(2014, Sect. 3.1). The simulated sample includes low-z, SDSS-II and
SNLS SNe Ia and is representative of our JLA sample described in
Sect. 5.1. The analysis of the simulated sample includes the bias cor-
rection described in Sect. 5.3 (computed under the baseline SALT2 as-
sumptions). The SALT2 model was not retrained on the simulated sam-
ple, similarly to what is done in Kessler et al. (2013).
alter the conclusion from M14. We check this expectation by
modifying the simulations from K13 to use the S14 model. After
applying the full cosmology analysis, including bias corrections
based on the G10 intrinsic scatter model, the distance-modulus
bias as a function of redshift is shown in Fig. 4. The resulting
bias is contained within 0.02 mag and is compatible with the
bias obtained in M14 for the H-C11 model.
4.4.4. SALT2 model uncertainties
The Hubble diagram biases for realistic simulated samples
(mimicking the JLA sample) and plausible assumptions about
the SN Ia dispersion are given in M14, Fig. 16. They are shown
to be within 0.03 mag in all cases over the entire redshift range.
As part of the systematic uncertainty in the cosmology anal-
ysis, we adopt a light-curve model uncertainty based on these
results. We consider the input model in M14 that leads to
the largest Hubble diagram bias (labeled G10′-C11 in M14,
Table 7). We conservatively use the recovered bias as our model
uncertainty. In addition, statistical uncertainties from the finite
training sample size are propagated to distances using the ap-
proximate error propagation described in G10, Appendix A.
5. The JLA Hubble diagram
In this section, we present distance estimates (and associated
uncertainties) for our JLA SN Ia compilation. Those distance
estimates are based on light-curve parameters fitted with the re-
trained SALT2 light-curve model from Sect. 4. The distance es-
timates also depend on other ingredients; in particular, we rely
on models for the:
– instrument responses (see Sect. 3);
– relation between the SN Ia luminosity and the host environ-
ment properties (in our case the host stellar mass-luminosity
relation from Eq. (5));
– survey selection biases;
– peculiar velocities of nearby supernovae;
– extinction by dust in the Milky Way;
– contamination of the sample by mis-classified non-Ia events.
Table 7. Number of SDSS-II supernovae discarded by the successive
cuts applied before inclusion in the cosmology sample.
Discarded Remaining
Initial – 507
−3 < X1 < 3 20 487
−0.3 < C < 0.3 11 476
E(B − V)mw < 0.15 6 470
σ(t0) < 2 19 451
σ(X1) < 1 52 399
Other a 25 374
Notes. (a) See Appendix A.
While the parameters of these models are held fixed when fit-
ting for light-curve parameters and distances, we propagate the
uncertainties associated with these parameters to the cosmologi-
cal fit, resulting in correlations between the distances of individ-
ual SN.
We built upon the C11 analysis that modeled each item listed
above and quantified the associated systematic uncertainty. We
revised only what was necessary to use the extended dataset and
the JLA work on the dominant systematics (B13; M14). With
respect to the C11 analysis, we made the following changes:
1. The SDSS-II and SNLS light curves have been recalibrated.
2. We use only the SALT2 light-curve fitting method, validated
by simulation results from M14. The amount of regulariza-
tion applied in the training has been validated on the simula-
tions, and we include a model uncertainty derived from M14
results.
3. SALT2 was retrained with SDSS-II SN Ia light curves added
to the G10 sample as discussed above, to maximize the ben-
efit of the improved calibration and extended photometric
coverage in both wavelength and epoch.
4. A selection of photometric data from the full SDSS-II spec-
troscopic sample has been added to the cosmology sample.
5. The impact of calibration uncertainties on the light-curve
model and parameters has been recomputed.
6. We gathered self-consistent host mass estimates for the full
cosmology sample including SDSS-II SNe. We also revised
some of the host mass estimates for the supernovae in the
C11 compilation.
7. We recomputed selection bias corrections and associated un-
certainties accounting for refined models of the intrinsic dis-
persion of SNe Ia (K13).
8. We doubled the systematic uncertainty in the Milky Way
dust extinction correction described in C11, Sect. 5.6, to en-
compass concerns raised by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) on
the accuracy of the Schlegel et al. (1998) extinction map.
9. We used observer frame UV photometry from the low-z and
SDSS surveys. We determined a consistent calibration un-
certainty for those as described in Appendix B.
10. Based on considerations described in Appendix B, we revise
uncertainties for low-z measurements that were not reported
in the natural photometric system of their instrument.
The peculiar velocity model for low-z supernovae, the correction
for Milky Way dust extinction and the estimated contamination
of the sample by non-Ia events are left unchanged with respect to
the C11 analysis. We refer the reader to C11 for a description of
these components and the estimate of the associated uncertain-
ties. Items 1 and 2 have been extensively treated in Sects. 3 and 4
respectively. In the rest of this section, we describe the selection
of SDSS-II events for the JLA cosmology sample (item 4). We
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then detail items 5, 6, and 7 and discuss corresponding uncer-
tainties. Items 9 and 10 are detailed in Appendix B.
A substantial effort has been conducted by several authors
over the last few years to investigate potential redshift-dependent
biases of the supernova distances inferred from the simple
stretch and color corrections to supernova magnitudes. Of con-
cern are i) a correlation of the intrinsic supernova color (es-
pecially UV) with metallicity (a non exhaustive list of recent
works: Foley 2012; Foley et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012; Foley &
Kirshner 2013; Walker et al. 2012; Maguire et al. 2012); ii) the
existence of several subclasses of SNe Ia with different intrinsic
colors as identified by their correlation with spectral indicators
(Wang et al. 2009, 2013; Nordin et al. 2011; Foley et al. 2011);
iii) a potential evolution of the effective dust extinction law due
to a mixture of intrinsic color variation, circumstellar dust, and
extinction in the interstellar medium of the SNe host galaxies
(Amanullah & Goobar 2011; Silverman et al. 2013; Maguire
et al. 2013; Johansson et al. 2013a; Phillips et al. 2013). In the
context of the present study, because the data do not allow reli-
able identification of SN subclasses, we consider a single SN Ia
population and work with the assumption that any redshift evolu-
tion of SN properties (change of demographics, metallicity, dust
properties) should be also be imprinted in the properties of their
host galaxies.
Within this hypothesis, redshift evolution is corrected for, on
average, when host galaxy properties are taken into account in
the distance estimate (see Sect. 5.2). We have not found evidence
of any residual redshift-dependent evolution. For instance, the
average SN color as a function of redshift is well described by
selection effects, and we do not see a significant evolution of
the color–magnitude relation with redshift (more details can be
found in M14).
Diffuse intergalactic dust extinction could, however, be un-
detected in our analysis and lead to biased distances. Ménard
et al. (2010) have quantified the bias on w to be as large 0.03
when combining supernovae, CMB and BAO. Their study is
based on a diffuse intergalactic extinction model constrained by
an observed correlation between the color of distant quasars and
the positions of foreground galaxies. The impact of this poten-
tial systematic error has been re-evaluated in Amanullah et al.
(2010), who have obtained a much smaller systematic uncer-
tainty on w of 0.012. In a recent study, Johansson & Mörtsell
(2012) have further constrained the intergalactic dust models us-
ing both quasar colors and the soft X-ray background. Because it
has a minor contribution, we have not propagated this source of
systematic uncertainty to our JLA analysis, limiting the differ-
ences between our analysis and C11 analysis to the more crucial
points.
As in C11, our estimates of systematic uncertainties are sum-
marized into contributions to the covariance matrix of the light-
curve parameters. At the end of this section we describe the sta-
tistical and systematic contributions of the full distance modulus
covariance matrix to be used in the cosmological fits.
5.1. The JLA cosmology sample
We add SDSS-II SNe to the cosmology sample with cuts sim-
ilar to those imposed for the C11 compilation. The cosmology
sample requires SNe in the Hubble flow (z > 0.01) but can ac-
commodate less stringent selection criteria than the training sam-
ple. In particular, we do not impose an upper redshift cut to the
sample, since selection bias can be corrected for as described in
Sect. 5.3. We require the fitted color and shape parameters to
lie in the range of validity of the SALT2 model, and we discard
Table 8. Contribution of the different surveys to the cosmology sample.
Source Number
Cálan/Tololo 17
CfAI 7
CfAII 15
CfAIIIa 55
CSPa 13
Other low-z 11
SDSSa 374
SNLS 239
HST 9
Total 740
Notes. (a) Supernovae followed by several surveys are counted only
once.
supernovae affected by strong Milky Way extinction. The cuts
on the uncertainty on t0 and X1, discarding poorly sampled light
curves, are loosened since the resulting uncertainty is accurately
propagated to the cosmology fits. In addition, 25 SNe have been
discarded because they are either known to be peculiar events, or
because they have apparent problems in the light-curve sampling
or photometry. The detailed list of SNe is given in Appendix A.
The selection requirements are summarized in Table 7, and result
in 374 spectroscopically confirmed SDSS-II SNe Ia included in
the JLA cosmology sample.
For the rest of the sample, including low-z, SNLS and HST
SNe, we started from the original C11 selection, which was typ-
ically slightly stricter. We did not allow for any SNe to reenter
this part of the sample, however we discarded a few problematic
SNe: three SNLS SNe, 03D4gl which does not have post-max
data, 03D1bk and 04D3cp which are extremely blue; 1 CfAIII
SN the fast declining SN 2001da; and the 5 HST SNe named
Borg, Ferguson, Greenberg, Sasquatch and Strolger, whose sam-
pling is not sufficient to give a proper constraint on the date of
maximum.
The resulting cosmology sample includes 740 SNe Ia whose
best-fit light-curve parameters according to the retrained SALT2
model are given in Table F.3. The contributions of the different
surveys to the final sample is summarized in Table 8. The corre-
sponding Hubble diagram is shown in Fig. 8.
5.2. Host mass estimates for the extended sample
Kelly et al. (2010), Lampeitl et al. (2010b) and Sullivan et al.
(2010) have found, in independent samples, a correlation be-
tween the shape and color corrected luminosities of type Ia su-
pernovae and the stellar mass of their host galaxies (respectively
for low-z, SDSS-II, and SNLS SNe). The corrected luminosities
are brighter for supernovae in massive host galaxies: the aver-
age difference of Hubble residuals between SNe with host stel-
lar masses that are lower and larger than 1010 M is found to be
0.08± 0.02 mag (from Sullivan et al. 2010, Table 5). We use this
value as a reference for error propagation in the following, with
the label ∆refM . This correlation, known as the “mass step”, could
be a consequence of a correlation of both the SN luminosities
and the host masses with the metallicity of the host galaxy (e.g.,
Kasen et al. 2009) or with the age of its stellar population (e.g.,
Krueger et al. 2010).
Gupta et al. (2011) improve the stellar mass estimate of
the SDSS-II sample using UV and near-IR photometry in ad-
dition to the SDSS visible photometry, and they confirm the
SN-luminosity correlation with host mass. D’Andrea et al.
(2011, see also Konishi et al. 2011a) use host-galaxy spectra
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of star-forming galaxies to obtain gas-phase metallicities and
star-formation rates. They find that Hubble residuals are cor-
related with both quantities, consistent with the correlations of
stellar mass to those same quantities. Childress et al. (2013) and
Pan et al. (2014) find similar results at low-z from analyses of
the Nearby Supernova Factory and Palomar Transient Factory
data samples. They also find a correlation between SN Ia in-
trinsic color and host metallicity. Using the same data and lo-
cal measurements of the Hα emission in the SN neighborhood,
Rigault et al. (2013) recently reported a 3.1σ difference in shape
and color-corrected luminosity between SNe Ia from Hα emit-
ting regions (SNe Iaα) and SNe Ia from neutral environments
(∆McorrB (Ia − Iaα) = −0.094 ± 0.031 mag). They show that
invoking a subclass of SNe Ia specific to passive environments
(as traced by the absence of local Hα emission) and intrinsically
brighter by about 0.2 mag, could explain both the observed dif-
ference and the mass step.
Those correlations indicate that the distance estimator of
Eq. (4), which is based on SN light-curve width and color cor-
rections to the luminosity, does not capture an important remain-
ing source of variation in luminosity. Understanding the vari-
ation and optimizing the technique to correct for the variation
using broad-band light curves or spectroscopic data (or both)
is currently a subject of active research. In this paper we use
the approach in C11 and fit for two different absolute magni-
tude parameters depending on the SN host stellar mass, with a
split at 1010 M. This method corrects for the induced redshift-
dependent bias on distance moduli, at least approximately. We
discuss an alternative model in Sect. 6.3.
We use the host stellar mass estimates of C11 for all SNe
except for those in the SDSS-II sample. For the latter, we use a
similar (but independent) estimate of the masses, also based on
the PEGASE spectral synthesis code (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange
1997). The SDSS-II host galaxy masses, computed according to
the technique of Smith et al. (2012), are listed in Sako et al.
(2014). We obtain good agreement with the host masses of the
∼100 SDSS-II SNe that were in the C11 sample, with a dis-
persion of 0.2 dex, no significant offset (0.03 ± 0.03), and few
outliers8.
The C11 compilation is missing estimates of the host galaxy
mass for 61 nearby SNe (mostly because of missing photome-
try for the host), 36 SDSS-II supernovae and 16 SNLS super-
novae for which a host galaxy has not been clearly identified.
These SNe were assigned to the high mass bin in the C11 analy-
sis but were also assigned a large magnitude error to account for
a potentially incorrect assignment. In our analysis, we recover
estimates for 57 of the 61 missing galaxy mass values, as de-
scribed in Appendix C. According to those new estimates 14 of
the 61 SNe-Ia were reassigned to the low-mass bin. The SDSS-II
and SNLS SNe without identified host masses are assigned to
the low mass bin, with an uncertainty on distance moduli of ∆refM
added in quadrature to the other sources of uncertainty.
In the cosmology fit, we use as free parameters M1B, the ab-
solute magnitude of supernovae in hosts with Mstellar < 1010 M
(following the notation of Sullivan et al. 2011), and ∆M , the
magnitude offset of supernovae in more massive hosts (see
Eq. (5)). The results obtained with this parameterization are
8 This agreement is better than what is obtained for the host stellar
mass estimates from Gupta et al. (2011). For consistency, we thus use
the Smith et al. (2012) estimates. However the agreement does not
exclude possible differences in mass estimates obtained from differ-
ent photometry, and a fully consistent analysis of the host galaxy is
desirable.
further discussed in Sect. 6.3. As in C11, we also consider the
systematic uncertainty of this correction. Because the stellar
mass is only a proxy for an uncertain environmental property
that alters supernova luminosities, the value of the mass cut is
quite arbitrary. We therefore consider the effects of choosing cuts
at 109 and 1011 M. We assign correlated uncertainties of ∆refM to
those supernovae that change from the low to high mass range
by adding a term to the covariance of the peak brightness:
Chost =
(
∆refM
)2
HlowH†low +
(
∆refM
)2
HhighH†high + diag(σ
2
host) (8)
where, † denotes the matrix transposition, and for a supernova i,
(Hlow)i =
{
1 if 109 M < Mstellar,i < 1010 M,
0 otherwise.
(Hhigh)i =
{
1 if 1010 M < Mstellar,i < 1011 M,
0 otherwise
and (σhost)i = ∆refM if, given the uncertainty on the host mass, the
supernova i may be assigned to one mass bin or the other. If not,
(σhost)i = 0.
5.3. Bias correction
Flux-limited surveys are affected by selection biases which im-
pact the reconstructed distance moduli µ in a rather complex
manner. A detailed discussion of the biasing mechanisms can be
found in M14, Sect. 6.2. We determine a correction for µ in our
analysis from simulations using the SNANA simulation package
(Kessler et al. 2009b). The bias is computed in redshift bins as
follows:
δµb(z) = 〈µFIT − µSIM〉, (9)
where µSIM is the input distance modulus in the simulation and
µFIT is the distance modulus reconstructed using the SALT2 fit
parameters along with α and β determined from a combined fit
to the low-z+SDSS+SNLS simulated sample. It is argued in C11
(Sect. 2.7.2) that the HST sample included in our analysis is es-
sentially free from selection bias. In addition, given the small-
ness of the sample, its relative weight in the analysis is small. For
these reasons, we exclude the HST sample from the simulations.
The uncertainty of the reconstructed bias is relatively large
for two reasons. First, the effective selection function of each
survey is the result of a combination of effects that are difficult
to model accurately (see Dilday et al. 2008; Perrett et al. 2010
for evaluations of the SDSS and SNLS selection functions). The
selection of spectroscopic targets, in particular, involves human
decisions influenced by complex operational factors that cannot
be simulated from first principles. The uncertainty in the se-
lection function is the primary uncertainty in determining the
bias. Second, the relation between the selection function and the
distance modulus bias depends on the details of the underlying
SNe Ia model, which are themselves uncertain.
For the spectroscopic selection function, we computed the
data/MC ratio as a function of peak magnitude after all known
selection requirements are applied (see Kessler et al. 2013, for
details). The cuts are applied to the SDSS and SNLS9 samples,
9 For the SNLS sample, some of the Conley et al. (2011) analysis cuts
were left out of the MC analysis, resulting in 8% too many simulated
SNe; we ran additional simulations using these different cuts and found
that the change in the best fit value of Ωm is negligible (5 × 10−4).
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for both data and MC. For the nearby sample the analysis cuts
are rather complicated for the various subsamples and we there-
fore define the spectroscopic selection function to include both
the analysis and survey selections. The SNLS spectroscopic se-
lection function is evaluated as a function of peak i band mag-
nitude. Modeling of the SDSS spectroscopic selection requires
a function of the peak g − r color in addition to r band peak
magnitudes, as noted in Kessler et al. (2013, Sect. 3). A possi-
ble explanation for this color dependence is that the selection
of SDSS spectroscopic targets favored intrinsically bluer events.
Given the finite number of SNe in each sample, the parameters
of the selection functions are subject to statistical uncertainty,
which was estimated by applying our procedure to 20 simulated
random data samples.
The selection functions of the low-z samples are more un-
certain. Most of the low-z sample comes from galaxy targeted
searches where the discovery is not expected to be magnitude
limited. However, the color distribution of the low-z sample
slightly trends to the blue when the redshift increases, indicat-
ing that our sample likely suffer from a slight selection bias. We
thus consider two extreme cases 1) the search is free from selec-
tion bias and 2) the search is entirely magnitude limited so that
the selection function can be determined from data/MC com-
parisons can be determined from data/MC comparisons of the
peak B band magnitude. We use 2) as the most realistic case
as it is better at reproducing observed distributions. We use the
difference between 2) and 1) as a conservative estimate of the
uncertainty on our choice. This is an acceptable solution given
the limited impact of low-z selection bias on cosmological pa-
rameters. In a ΛCDM fit, using one or the other solution shifts
the recovered value of Ωm by only 0.004 which is one order of
magnitude smaller than the global uncertainty on this parameter.
The baseline bias correction is shown in Fig. 5. The simu-
lated statistics are about 400 times greater than the data statistics,
leading to a small statistical uncertainty in the MC. The domi-
nant statistical uncertainty is in the determination of the selection
functions. The Monte Carlo results for the low-z, SDSS-II and
SNLS samples are fit with smooth polynomial functions, shown
as solid lines in Fig. 5. The apparent brightness parameter m?B of
each SN Ia is corrected for the value taken by the corresponding
function at the redshift of the supernova.
The mu-bias from the nearby and SNLS subsamples de-
creases with redshift as expected from a selection bias giving
brighter SNe Ia with increasing redshift. The SDSS-II sample,
however, has a mu-bias that is essentially flat with redshift. This
flat (or slightly positive) bias at the high-redshift end of the
SDSS-II sample occurs when intrinsic color scatter is consid-
ered. It arises from a compensation of the selection of positive
brightness fluctuations by the selection of blue color fluctua-
tions. The correction itself is strongly uncertain (in particular
above z > 0.3) because the color dependency of the SDSS selec-
tion function is itself uncertain. The relatively flat bias correction
for the SDSS data is a feature of the spectroscopic selection effi-
ciency; the photometric selection used in Campbell et al. (2013)
results in a significant increase in bias with redshift.
The uncertainty in the bias correction is computed by propa-
gating the statistical uncertainty in the polynominal coefficients
to the uncertainty on m?B, forming an additional covariance ma-
trix Cbias. We also estimate systematic uncertainties on the bias
correction by varying uncertain parameters in the simulation,
such as the intrinsic brightness of SNe Ia, the evolution of SN Ia
rate and the underlying cosmology, over the ranges allowed by
current data. In each case, we derive error estimates from the
difference between the baseline analysis and the alternative, and
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Fig. 5. Bias corrections computed from Monte Carlo simulations of the
cosmological analysis (see Eq. (9)). Error bars show the statistical un-
certainty of the correction due to MC noise and uncertainty in the selec-
tion function. The smallest error bars show the contribution from Monte
Carlo noise alone.
add them to the Cbias matrix. We do not consider the uncertainty
on the intrinsic scatter model as a source of systematic error
here because it is already accounted for as part of the light-curve
model uncertainty (Sect. 4.4).
5.4. Propagation of the photometric calibration uncertainties
The systematic uncertainty induced by calibration uncertainties
on light-curve parameters is described by the covariance matrix:
Ccal = JCκJ† (10)
where Cκ is the covariance matrix of κ described in Sect. 3.4 and
J is the Jacobian matrix of light-curve parameters with respect
to the calibration uncertainties. Defining the vector of light-curve
parameters η = (m?B ,i, X1,i,C,i) where i runs over all the SNe Ia
in the sample, the matrix J can be written as J =
(
∂η/∂κ
)
.
We set up a pipeline to compute J numerically. The deriva-
tives are obtained by shifting each calibration quantity by a small
amount from its fiducial value (0.01 mag for zero-points and
1 nm for central wavelengths) and determining both η and the
SALT2 model spectral surfaces again. Thus, each partial deriva-
tive computation involves a full retraining of the SALT2 model.
Neglecting the impact of the calibration uncertainties on the
SALT2 training would result in a significant underestimate of
their effect on the cosmology. To limit numerical and statistical
noise arising in the computation, the derivatives are smoothed
as a function of redshift10. Figure 6 illustrates the derivatives
of light-curve parameters with respect to a zero-point shift in
the MegaCam g filter. All SNe in the sample (not only the
SNLS SNe) are affected by shifts of the SNLS calibration be-
cause any change to the training sample changes the SALT2
model, which affects all the SNe.
5.5. The Hubble diagram covariance matrix
Following the prescription of the previous sections, we assem-
ble a 3NSN × 3NSN = 2220 × 2220 covariance matrix for
10 Within each survey, a smoothing spline sk(z) is fit to the derivatives.
The smoothness of the spline is adjusted so that
∑
n(Jik − s(zi))2 = Nσ2
where σ is an estimate of the SN to SN dispersion computed in redshift
bins of ten SNe. We also checked that the cosmology result was stable
when varying the spline smoothness parameter.
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Fig. 6. Effect of changing the zero-point in the g MegaCam filter by
10 mmag on light-curve parameters and distance modulus as a function
of redshift for SNe in the low-z (blue crosses), SDSS (green squares),
SNLS (orange circles) and HST (red ×) samples. The effect on the dis-
tance modulus is computed using the fiducial values α = 0.14 and
β = 3.15. The dots show the numerical values of the derivatives (in-
cluding numerical noise) before smoothing.
the light-curve parameters including statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
Cη = Cstat + (Ccal + Cmodel + Cbias + Chost + Cdust)reevaluated
+ (Cpecvel + CnonIa)C11
(11)
Cstat is obtained from error propagation of light-curve fit uncer-
tainties as described in G10, Appendix B. We consider a total
of 7 sources of systematic uncertainty. The computation of the
systematic uncertainty matrices associated with the calibration
Ccal, the light-curve model uncertainty Cmodel, the bias correc-
tion uncertainty Cbias, and the mass step uncertainty Chost were
described above in Sects. 5.4, 4.4, 5.3 and 5.2, respectively. The
model for systematic uncertainties in the peculiar velocity cor-
rections and the contamination of the Hubble diagram by non-Ia
are directly taken from C11. As done in C11, we include Milky-
Way extinction as part of the light-curve fitting model. However,
we consider a correlated systematic uncertainty twice as large
(20%) in the E(B − V) values, to encompass the systematic de-
viations found in Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). The net effect
of this increased uncertainty is to decrease the weight of extin-
guished SNe Ia in the cosmology fit, which reduces the sensi-
tivity of our analysis to incorrect determinations for Milky Way
dust extinction.
The distance estimate of Eq. (4) can be rewritten with matrix
notation by forming a matrix11 A such that:
µ = Aη − MB, (12)
with the components of the intrinsic luminosity vector MB given
by Eq. (5). The covariance matrix of the vector of distance mod-
ulus estimates µ is
C = ACηA† + diag
(
5σz
z log 10
)2
+ diag(σ2lens) + diag(σ
2
coh). (13)
11 For the ordering of light-curve parameters as η =(
(m?B)1, (X1)1, (C)1, · · · , (m?B)n, (X1)n, (C)n
)
, one would have
A = A0 + αA1 − βA2 with (Ak)i, j = δ3i, j+k.
The last three terms account for the uncertainty in cosmolog-
ical redshift due to peculiar velocities, the variation of mag-
nitudes caused by gravitational lensing, and the intrinsic vari-
ation in SN magnitude not described by the other terms. Our
approximation of redshift uncertainties by magnitude uncer-
tainties is a good approximation only at low redshift, but this
term is negligible at higher redshifts. We follow C11 in using
cσz = 150 km s−1, as well as σlens = 0.055 × z as suggested
in Jönsson et al. (2010). We now discuss further the estimate
of σcoh.
In the analysis of C11 (their Sect. 3.4), an intrinsic variation
term, σint in that paper, was determined for each supernova sam-
ple, requiring that the best fit χ2 per degree of freedom in a spe-
cific cosmological fit with Ωm and w as free parameters be equal
to 1. It has been mentioned by several authors, including C11,
that this procedure precludes statistical tests of the adequacy of
the cosmological model to describe the data.
One possibility to circumvent this problem is to introduce
additional degrees of freedom in the fit of the Hubble diagram so
that the best fit χ2 value is dominated by the scatter of the Hubble
residuals at similar redshifts and is insensitive to the choice of
the fiducial cosmological model. A simple implementation splits
the SNe into several redshift bins and fits an arbitrary average
offset for each of bin when determining the best fit χ2.
The restricted log-likelihood (the REML method, see,
e.g., Harville 1977)
REML =
∑
i
wi(µi − µ¯)2 −
∑
i
logwi + log
∑
i
wi
 (14)
is defined for each bin and is minimized to determine the offset µ¯
and σcoh for that bin. The wi = C−1ii are the inverses of the diago-
nal elements of C, which contains the σ2coh terms (Eq. (13)). The
minimum of the REML provides an unbiased estimate of σ2coh.
We compute σcoh for only seven subsamples in order to have
sufficient statistical precision: two bins for the low-z sample split
at the average redshift of z = 0.03, two bins for SDSS-II SNe
split at z = 0.2, two bins for SNLS split at z = 0.5, and a single
bin for the few HST supernovae. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
The error bars represent 68% confidence levels based on the val-
ues of the REML. This likelihood is almost Gaussian for the
subsamples considered here (except for the small HST sample).
The values of σcoh are compatible with a constant value of
0.106 ± 0.006 (with χ2 = 7.2 for six degrees of freedom) de-
spite an apparent trend with redshift12. However, other factors
may affect our results including survey-dependent errors in es-
timating the measurement uncertainty, survey dependent errors
in calibration, and a redshift dependent tension in the SALT2
model which might arise because different redshifts sample dif-
ferent wavelength ranges of the model. In addition, the fit value
of σcoh in the first redshift bin depends on the assumed value
of the peculiar velocity dispersion (here 150 km s−1) which is
somewhat uncertain.
We follow the approach of C11 which is to use one value of
σcoh per survey. We consider the weighted mean per survey of
the values shown in Fig. 7. Those values are listed in Table 9
and are consistent with previous analysis based on the SALT2
method (Conley et al. 2011; Campbell et al. 2013).
12 One expects a small decrease of σcoh with redshift because of
Malmquist bias: a decrease of about 0.01 mag in the high-z SNLS bin
has been estimated with Monte Carlo simulations.
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Fig. 7. Values of σcoh determined for seven subsamples of the Hubble
residuals: low-z z < 0.03 and z > 0.03 (blue), SDSS z < 0.2 and z > 0.2
(green), SNLS z < 0.5 and z > 0.5 (orange), and HST (red).
Table 9. Values of σcoh used in the cosmological fits.
Sample σcoh
low-z 0.134
SDSS-II 0.108
SNLS 0.080
HST 0.100
Notes. Those values correspond to the weighted mean per survey of the
values shown in Fig. 7, except for HST sample for which we use the
average value of all samples. They do not depend on a specific choice
of cosmological model (see the discussion in Sect. 5.5).
6. ΛCDM constraints from SNe Ia alone
The SN Ia sample presented in this paper covers the redshift
range 0.01 < z < 1.2. This lever-arm is sufficient to provide
a stringent constraint on a single parameter driving the evolu-
tion of the expansion rate. In particular, in a flat universe with
a cosmological constant (hereafter ΛCDM), SNe Ia alone pro-
vide an accurate measurement of the reduced matter density Ωm.
However, SNe alone can only measure ratios of distances, which
are independent of the value of the Hubble constant today (H0 =
100 h km s−1 Mpc−1). In this section we discuss ΛCDM param-
eter constraints from SNe Ia alone. We also detail the relative in-
fluence of each incremental change relative to the C11 analysis.
6.1. ΛCDM fit of the Hubble diagram
Using the distance estimator given in Eq. (4), we fit a ΛCDM
cosmology to supernovae measurements by minimizing the fol-
lowing function:
χ2 = (µˆ − µΛCDM(z; Ωm))†C−1(µˆ − µΛCDM(z; Ωm)) (15)
with C the covariance matrix of µˆ described in Sect. 5.5 and
µΛCDM(z; Ωm) = 5 log10(dL(z; Ωm)/10 pc) computed for a fixed
fiducial value13 of H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, assuming an unper-
turbed Friedmann-Lematre-Robertson-Walker geometry, which
is an acceptable approximation (Ben-Dayan et al. 2013). The
13 This value is assumed purely for convenience and using another
value would not affect the cosmological fit (beyond changing accord-
ingly the recovered value of M1B).
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Fig. 8. Top: Hubble diagram of the combined sample. The distance
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als from the best-fit ΛCDM cosmology as a function of redshift. The
weighted average of the residuals in logarithmic redshift bins of width
∆z/z ∼ 0.24 are shown as black dots.
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Fig. 9. 68% and 95% confidence contours for the ΛCDM fit parame-
ters. Filled gray contours result from the fit of the full JLA sample; red
dashed contours from the fit of a subsample excluding SDSS-II data
(lowz+SNLS).
free parameters in the fit are Ωm and the four nuisance param-
eters α, β, M1B and ∆M from Eq. (4). The Hubble diagram for
the JLA sample and the ΛCDM fit are shown in Fig. 8. We find
a best fit value for Ωm of 0.295 ± 0.034. The fit parameters are
given in the first row of Table 10.
For consistency checks, we fit our full sample excluding sys-
tematic uncertainties and we fit subsamples labeled according to
the data included: SDSS+SNLS, lowz+SDSS and lowz+SNLS.
Confidence contours for Ωm and the nuisance parameters α, β
and ∆M are given in Fig. 9 for the JLA and the lowz+SNLS
sample fits. The correlation between Ωm and any of the nuisance
parameters is less than 10% for the JLA sample.
The ΛCDM model is already well constrained by the SNLS
and low-z data thanks to their large redshift lever-arm. However,
the addition of the numerous and well-calibrated SDSS-II data
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Table 10. Best-fit ΛCDM parameters for SNe Ia alone.
Ωm α β M1B ∆M χ
2/d.o.f.
JLA (stat+sys) 0.295 ± 0.034 0.141 ± 0.006 3.101 ± 0.075 −19.05 ± 0.02 −0.070 ± 0.023 682.9/735
JLA (stat) 0.289 ± 0.018 0.140 ± 0.006 3.139 ± 0.072 −19.04 ± 0.01 −0.060 ± 0.012 717.3/735
SDSS+SNLS (stat+sys) 0.311 ± 0.042 0.140 ± 0.007 3.140 ± 0.082 −19.04 ± 0.03 −0.072 ± 0.025 577.9/608
SDSS+SNLS (stat) 0.305 ± 0.022 0.139 ± 0.007 3.178 ± 0.079 −19.03 ± 0.01 −0.062 ± 0.013 599.7/608
low-z+SDSS (stat+sys) 0.337 ± 0.072 0.145 ± 0.007 3.059 ± 0.093 −19.02 ± 0.03 −0.088 ± 0.028 445.4/487
low-z+SDSS (stat) 0.298 ± 0.052 0.144 ± 0.007 3.096 ± 0.090 −19.04 ± 0.02 −0.059 ± 0.015 471.9/487
low-z+SNLS (stat+sys) 0.281 ± 0.043 0.138 ± 0.009 3.024 ± 0.107 −19.08 ± 0.03 −0.045 ± 0.033 315.0/352
low-z+SNLS (stat) 0.282 ± 0.023 0.139 ± 0.009 3.074 ± 0.104 −19.05 ± 0.02 −0.060 ± 0.018 336.0/352
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Fig. 10. Residuals from the ΛCDM fit of the JLA Hubble diagram by
survey. The weighted bin average and error bars are computed without
systematic uncertainties. We further distinguish the different low-z sur-
veys, the four non-contiguous SNLS fields, and the nothern and south-
ern part of the SDSS stripe.
to the C11 sample is interesting in several respects. Most impor-
tantly, cross-calibrated accurately with the SNLS, the SDSS-II
data provide an alternative low-z anchor to the Hubble diagram,
with better understood systematic uncertainties. This redundant
anchor adds some weight in the global ΛCDM fit, thanks to high
statistics, and helps in the determination of Ωm with a 25% re-
duction in the total uncertainty.
The complete redshift coverage makes it possible to assess
the overall consistency of the SN data with the ΛCDM model.
Residuals from the ΛCDM fit can be seen for the entire redshift
range in the bottom panel of Fig. 8. The consistency is better
assessed when residuals are binned by survey as in Fig. 10. A
notable feature of this plot is the high statistical precision of the
SDSS data, constraining the mean relative distance at z ∼ 0.16
with an accuracy of 0.007 mag (statistical error only).
The large number of SNe from the SDSS-II also improves
constraints on the nuisance parameters as can be seen in Fig. 9.
In particular, the mass step parameter is measured more accu-
rately with SDSS-II data (Table 10, row 3 vs. 5).
Finally, the region of overlap between the SDSS-II and
SNLS in the redshift range 0.2 < z < 0.4 provides an oppor-
tunity to assess the accuracy of the bias corrections (Sect. 5.3).
In this redshift range, we can compare distance estimates from
the complete SNLS sample to the distance estimates from the
incomplete SDSS-II sample. The upper panel in Fig. 11 presents
the evolution with redshift of the mean color of the SNLS and
SDSS-II samples. The residuals from the Hubble diagram are
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Fig. 11. Top: average color of the samples in redshift bins. The low-z
(blue crosses), the SDSS-II (green squares) and the SNLS (orange cir-
cles) samples are binned separately. The plot provides a visual assess-
ment of the selection bias affecting each survey. Bottom: residuals from
the ΛCDM fit of the JLA Hubble diagram as a function of redshift. The
different surveys are shown separately.
shown on the lower panel in the same plot. The shift in mean
color induced by selection bias becomes about −0.08 mag at
z ∼ 0.35 for the SDSS-II sample (a value comparable to the
bias in the SNLS sample at z ∼ 0.9). Nevertheless, distances
measured from the SDSS-II and SNLS SNe at z ∼ 0.35 are in
good agreement, giving confidence in the bias corrections. For
example, a β value error of −1 would appear in this plot as a bias
of ∼−0.08 in SDSS-II distances at z ∼ 0.35, a possibility which
is excluded by the data.
6.2. The relative importance of the sources of uncertainty
Section 5.5 presents our composite model (Eq. (11)) of the mea-
surement error. To gain insight into the relative importance of
each component, we decompose the variance V of the fit param-
eter Ωm. Close to the likelihood maximum, the fit parameters θ
are determined from the measurements by:
θ = (J†C−1J)−1J†C−1Aη (16)
where J is the Jacobian matrix at the maximum likelihood.
Defining W = (J†C−1J)−1J†C−1A, we evaluate the contribu-
tion Vx of each component x from Eq. (11) using
Vx = WCxW†. (17)
We report the diagonal entries of Vx for the Ωm parameter (de-
noted σ2x(Ωm)) in Table 11. As an aid to interpretation, we also
report in Table 11 σ2x(Ωm)/σ
2(Ωm) as a percentage of the total
variance. These values are not the result of a proper sensitiv-
ity analysis because the weights are held fixed, but they provide
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Table 11. Contribution of various source of measurement uncertainties
to the uncertainty in Ωm.
Uncertainty sources σx(Ωm) % of σ2(Ωm)
Calibration 0.0203 36.7
Milky Way extinction 0.0072 4.6
Light-curve model 0.0069 4.3
Bias corrections 0.0040 1.4
Host relationa 0.0038 1.3
Contamination 0.0008 0.1
Peculiar velocity 0.0007 0.0
Stat 0.0241 51.6
Notes. For the computation of σstat(Ωm), we include the diagonal terms
of Eq. (13) in Cstat. (a) We discuss an alternative model for the environ-
mental dependence of the SN luminosity in Sect. 6.3.
a useful, qualitative overview of the relative importance of the
uncertainties.
Calibration uncertainties still stand out as the dominant sys-
tematic, but the improvement in the accuracy of the calibration,
made possible by the joint calibration analysis, results in an un-
certainty that is smaller than the statistical uncertainty. And fit-
ting our sample using the calibration uncertainties from C11
would have produced a 15% increase in the uncertainty, with
the contribution from calibration uncertainty dominating all the
other sources. On the other hand, in spite of a conservative esti-
mate, the uncertainty on the bias correction does not significantly
affect the overall accuracy of the Ωm estimate.
Uncertainties associated with the SALT2 model and host re-
lation are still subdominant assuming that the standardization
model of Eq. (4) holds and, in particular, that the host-mass-
luminosity relation of Eq. (5) captures the full effect of the envi-
ronmental dependence. As already mentioned, the subject is an
open question, and we discuss it further below.
6.3. Assessment of the mass step correction
Recent analyses of large samples of type Ia supernovae have pro-
duced evidence for a remaining environmental dependence of
the SN Ia shape and color-corrected luminosities. Correlations
were found (see Sect. 5.2) between the Hubble residuals and
several characteristics of host galaxies (stellar mass, star for-
mation rate, inferred stellar age, metallicity) which evolve with
redshift and are therefore likely to cause a bias if not corrected.
Unfortunately, no correction for these effects based on measured
SN Ia light-curve properties is known.
The most significant empirical correlation is with the host
mass. Therefore, a correction for this effect was adopted in the
C11 analysis, which we also use in the present analysis. It takes
the form given in Eq. (5), namely a step function of the host
mass, which is the functional form suggested by current data
(see, e.g., Childress et al. 2013; Johansson et al. 2013b).
We confirm the measurement of a non-zero mass dependent
step in Hubble residuals at 5σ in our sample. In the framework
of ΛCDM, we determine ∆M = −0.061 ± 0.012 for the full JLA
sample, including all systematic uncertainties except the uncer-
tainty from the mass step correction itself (Eq. (8)). The Hubble
residuals of the JLA sample as a function of the host galaxy stel-
lar mass are shown in Fig. 12.
Since there is no clear understanding of the underlying phe-
nomena, it is important to explore possible models for this ap-
parent mass step effect. Rigault et al. (2013, Sect. 6.1.2) propose
an alternative explanation for the mass step origin that involves
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Fig. 12. Residuals from the ΛCDM fit of the JLA Hubble diagram as a
function of the host galaxy mass. The fit does not include the mass step
correction. Binned residuals are shown as black squares. The red line
shows the mass step correction for a step at Mstellar = 1010 M.
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Fig. 13. Measurements of the mass step in four redshift bins: z < 0.18,
0.18 ≤ z < 0.31, 0.31 ≤ z < 0.6, z > 0.6. The dashed line shows the
measured value for a redshift-independent mass step.
a subclass of SNe Ia, peculiar to passive environments, that are
about 0.26 mag brighter than the bulk of the population after
standardization. In this model, the mean intrinsic magnitude of
SNe Ia in passive and active environment differs by a quantity
denoted ∆α due to this subclass. The subclass is also subdom-
inant in low-mass host galaxies, explaining the observed mass
step. Assuming that the proportion of SNe Ia from active en-
vironments follows the specific star formation rate, this model
predicts that an evolution of the induced mass step with redshift
is possible, in which case a redshift-independent mass step cor-
rection is incorrect.
In this model, the predicted bias on cosmology can be com-
puted and is directly related to the evolution of the mass step.
Fig. 13 shows the mass steps measured as a function of redshifts
for the JLA sample. Our data does not show any significant evo-
lution of the mass step with redshift and therefore allowing for
an evolution of the mass step in the cosmology fit has little effect
on the result, shifting Ωm by only −0.002 for example. Further
splitting Hubble residuals between globally passive and globally
star-forming hosts in the SNLS and SDSS subsamples does not
show measurable difference after correcting for the mass-step. A
significant remaining environmental bias unrelated to the mass
effect is therefore unlikely.
Alternatively, Shafer & Huterer (2014) address the issue
of environmental dependence by introducing three independent
pairs of M parameters in three redshift bins. This approach
suppresses the cosmological information on SN distance ratios
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Table 12. Drift in the parameters with respect to the C11 analysis.
Ωm α β M1B ∆M χ
2/d.o.f.
C11 Combined (stat+sys) 0.228 ± 0.038 1.434 ± 0.093 3.272 ± 0.100 −19.16 ± 0.03 −0.047 ± 0.023 428.8/467
C11 SALT2 (stat+sys) 0.249 ± 0.043 1.708 ± 0.156 3.306 ± 0.109 −19.15 ± 0.03 −0.044 ± 0.024 395.1/468
C11 SiFTO (stat+sys) 0.225 ± 0.038 1.360 ± 0.072 3.401 ± 0.111 −19.15 ± 0.03 −0.047 ± 0.022 439.1/463
C11 SALT2 (stat) 0.246 ± 0.018 1.367 ± 0.071 3.133 ± 0.087 −19.15 ± 0.02 −0.065 ± 0.015 484.9/468
C11 SiFTO (stat) 0.272 ± 0.016 1.366 ± 0.059 3.049 ± 0.078 −19.12 ± 0.01 −0.064 ± 0.013 509.8/463
C11-reanalized (stat only) 0.230 ± 0.018 0.140 ± 0.008 2.771 ± 0.085 −19.06 ± 0.02 −0.053 ± 0.016 427.3/453
C11-recalibrated (stat only) 0.291 ± 0.022 0.136 ± 0.009 2.907 ± 0.095 −19.02 ± 0.02 −0.061 ± 0.017 407.8/453
JLA (stat) 0.289 ± 0.018 0.140 ± 0.006 3.139 ± 0.072 −19.04 ± 0.01 −0.060 ± 0.012 717.3/735
Notes. The difference in α between the C11 and JLA samples is due to a different parameterization of light-curve shapes: while for the C11 sample,
a stretch parameter s is reported, we use the SALT2 X1 parameter which is roughly 10 × (s − 1). The high value of α in the “SALT2 (stat)” case
was due to a convergence problem in the computation of a covariance matrix. We confirmed that fixing this problem did not change the recovered
values of Ωm.
across those bins. In our sample, it is roughly equivalent to fit-
ting only the low redshift slice (z < 0.5) which is the one with
the largest weight. Again the shift in cosmological parameter is
small (∆Ωm = 0.007) and compatible with the statistical fluctu-
ation expected from the change in the model14. The recovered
M parameters are also compatible across the three bins.
Overall, our sample does not provide evidence for a signifi-
cant evolution of the mass step in the covered redshift range15.
Because the evidence for this model is weak and the uncertainty
of our baseline model is already consistent with the results from
alternative models, we have not increased the systematic error
associated with variations in the SN environment, leaving our
analysis of this effect the same as that of C11.
6.4. Comparison with the C11 analysis
Our best fit value for Ωm differs from the value published in C11
(Ωm = 0.228 ± 0.038 ) by 1.8σ (stat+sys). This discrepancy is
not simply a statistical fluctuation because a large part of the data
sample remains the same. The C11 value was dependent on the
light-curve model and we discuss that difference below.
6.4.1. SALT2/SiFTO differences in the C11 analysis
The upper part of Table 12 provides the best-fit ΛCDM param-
eters for the C11 sample. The “C11 combined” analysis com-
bines light-curve parameters derived from the SALT2 and SiFTO
light-curve models. We also report separately the results ob-
tained from the two models.
As previously noted in Planck Collaboration XVI (2014,
Sect. 5.4) the light-curve parameters and covariance matrices
obtained for the SiFTO light-curve model lead to an Ωm value
significantly lower than that obtained from the SALT2 analysis.
Interestingly, the comparison of the SiFTO and SALT2 analyses
obtained when the systematic uncertainties are not taken into ac-
count (“stat” rows in Table 12) produces a difference with the op-
posite sign, with the SiFTO value increasing by 0.047 (>2σ stat).
Applying SiFTO systematic uncertainties to the SALT2 Hubble
diagram results in a smaller but still significant shift (0.027
in Ωm).
14 The expected rms of this change, evaluated on simulations including
calibration uncertainties, is 0.02.
15 Similar conclusions hold for the w-CDM model fit in combination
with Planck.
The inclusion of systematic uncertainties in the fit, particu-
larly calibration uncertainties, alters the relative weight of each
survey in the global fit. The shift in Ωm when the weighting is
changed is evidence of tensions between the C11 Hubble dia-
gram and the ΛCDM model. The present analysis does not ex-
hibit the same behavior. The best-fit parameters do not change
significantly when including systematic uncertainties in the fit,
as witnessed by the two first rows in Table 1016. In particular the
difference in Ωm is only 0.006.
We conclude that the SiFTO/SALT2 differences observed in
the C11 analysis are related to tensions between the C11 datasets
(before the recalibration of the present study) and the ΛCDM
model, and that the tensions are reduced by the recalibration.
Those tensions result in differences between SALT2 and SiFTO
analyses because of different weights assigned to SNe on the
Hubble diagram rather than differences in the models.
6.4.2. Differences with the C11 SALT2 analysis
To further understand the relative impact of the changes in-
troduced by the present analysis, we decompose the list of
changes given at the beginning of Sect. 5, taking C11 SALT2
(stat) as a starting point. For the purposes of this discussion we
will distinguish three steps. For the first step, we employ the
changes in analysis relative to C11, namely the changes in the
SALT2 training procedure (item 2), the revision of host-mass
estimates (item 6), the change in the computation of bias cor-
rections (item 7) and the revision of low-z measurement uncer-
tainties (items 9 and 10). Together, these changes constitute a
fully consistent reanalysis of the C11 sample that we label “C11-
reanalyzed”. In a second step we apply the B13 recalibration to
the SNLS and first-year SDSS light curves (item 1). This con-
stitutes the recalibrated-reanalysis of the C11 sample that we la-
bel “C11-recalibrated”. Finally, we include the full, recalibrated,
SDSS-II spectroscopic dataset in both the training and the cos-
mology sample (items 3 and 4), which is the final JLA result.
We performed a ΛCDM fit for each of these three steps; the
results are reported in the bottom part of Table 12. We consider
only the statistical uncertainties in these fits, so that changes
in parameters cannot be attributed to different interpretations of
16 This statement continues to be true even when we artificially vary the
weights. As an illustration, we can fit ΛCDM to the subsample of the
JLA supernovae that are part of the “C11 SiFTO” sample, but using the
weights resulting from the systematics of the C11 SiFTO analysis. We
then recover an Ωm value that differs by only 0.013 (∼0.5σ) from the
stat-only value.
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systematic uncertainties. The full reanalysis of the C11 sample
(C11-reanalyzed) is consistent with the C11 SALT2 results. The
recalibration is the most important effect, shifting Ωm by 0.06
(i.e., 3σ of the statistical uncertainty). The most important cal-
ibration changes are the revision of the MegaCam zero-points
in the g band (by 0.012 or ∼3σ) and z band (by 0.018 or ∼1σ),
and the corrections to the MegaCam r and i filter bandpasses
(∼3 nm on the central wavelength). The revision of SNLS zero-
points included the correction of a sign error (described in B13,
Sect. 10.4) and the addition of more calibration data, including
SDSS calibration data and direct observations of HST standards
(see Sect. 3). We note that, after recalibration, the ΛCDM model
is a better fit to the data with a χ2 decrease of ∼20. Adding the
full SDSS-II sample to both the training and cosmology sample
leaves the Ωm value virtually unchanged but further reduces the
uncertainty.
The β values in Table 12 vary by as much as 0.6, much larger
than the ∼0.1 uncertainty. As discussed in M14, the color defi-
nition, training procedure, and selection biases can introduce a
bias on beta that is comparable to the variations seen in Table 12.
Since β is a nuissance parameter, we do not attempt to report
bias-corrected values. However, its impact on the cosmology
analysis has been included in M14 and in the systematic uncer-
tainties reported here.
6.5. Differences with the SDSS first year data analysis
The first-season SDSS-II analysis (Kessler et al. 2009a) reported
two different sets of distances17 computed using the SALT2
model and the MLCS2k2 model (Jha et al. 2007). Fitting the
ΛCDM model to the nearby+SDSS sample gives respectively
Ωm = 0.340 ± 0.083stat for the SALT2 model, and Ωm =
0.278 ± 0.084stat for the MLCS2k2 model18. The difference in
these two results was traced to the difference between light-curve
models, particularly in the rest-frame ultraviolet region, and to
the contribution of the observed SN color to the standardized
SN magnitude. In addition to the obvious improvements in sam-
ple size and calibration uncertainty, this JLA result substantially
reduces the uncertainties in the earlier SDSS-II analysis.
The SALT2 model has been retrained with the full SDSS-II
sample, which, like the lower redshift SN data, contains signif-
icant data in the observer-frame ultraviolet wavelength range.
In addition, we have examined the accuracy and consistency of
the other low redshift data as described in detail in Appendix B.
These studies have resulted in an improved SALT2 model and
model errors that are consistent with the data. We did not at-
tempt to retrain MLCS2k2, partly because of the significant ef-
fort that would be required, but primarily because we favor use
of SALT2, which models details of the SN Ia spectrum.
Another result of the Kessler et al. (2009a) SALT2 analysis
was evidence for a variation in the effective value of the stan-
dardized magnitude–color correlation parameter β with redshift.
This potential systematic was addressed in G10 and found to be
an artifact of poorly determined model uncertainties. Here we
perform extensive end-to-end simulations including the interre-
lated problems of intrinsic scatter, correlations between color
and standardized magnitude, and selection effects (particularly
Malmquist bias). The basic technique is to measure the sen-
sitivity to different spectral variations that are consistent with
the SALT2 light-curve residuals. These simulations were not
17 http://das.sdss.org/va/SNcosmology/sncosm09_fits.
tar.gz
18 Since K09 reports Ωm with BAO and CMB priors, we have fit their
published distances without these priors.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of various measurements of Ωm for a ΛCDM
cosmology.
available in previous analyses. The studies of intrinsic scatter
(K13) and systematic uncertainties from the SALT2 method
(M14) show that the SN light-curve data are consistent with a
redshift independent value of β.
6.6. Comparison with other measurements of Ωm
The comparison of our ΛCDM constraints with other analy-
ses and datasets is summarized in Fig. 14. Our value is in
good agreement with the CMB value from Planck (Planck
Collaboration XVI 2014), eliminating the previously noted
∼2σ discrepancy between Planck and C11. As discussed in
Sect. 6.4.2, this change is primarily a result of the recalibra-
tion of the SDSS-II and SNLS light curves. The recalibration
analysis elucidated and corrected an unanticipated systematic ef-
fect (the aging of MegaCam r and i band filters, see Sect. 3.2),
and is further bolstered by more precise and redundant calibra-
tion observations. We conclude, therefore, that the previously
found discrepancy should be attributed to systematic errors in
the supernova measurements and that, with our new analysis, the
two probes yield consistent measurements of Ωm in the ΛCDM
model. Our value is also compatible with the Ωm ΛCDM mea-
surement from WMAP9 (Hinshaw et al. 2013). The CMB mea-
surement of Ωm with Planck and our SN measurement would
have comparable precision, if systematic uncertainties in the
SN analysis were neglected, showing that, despite notable im-
provements, systematic measurement uncertainties remain a cru-
cial issue.
Our measurement is also in agreement with the SN Ia mea-
surement from the Union 2.1 sample (Suzuki et al. 2012). This is
not, however, a fully independent confirmation as both analyses
share part of the dataset and methodology. There are nonetheless
notable differences between the two SN samples: the second and
third years of the SDSS-II and SNLS surveys, which constitute
the large majority of our sample, are not part of Suzuki et al.
(2012) while the ESSENCE survey (Miknaitis et al. 2007), most
of the high-z HST supernovae, as well as some older samples are
included in the Union 2.1 sample.
7. Dark energy constraints from the combination
of supernovae and complementary probes
The redshift lever arm of our SN Ia sample is insufficient to con-
strain all the parameters in more general dark energy models. In
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this section we combine SNe Ia with other probes to test exten-
sions of the ΛCDM model. We do not seek to be comprehensive,
but restrict our study to combining our SNe constraints with the
most recent measurements of the CMB fluctuations and of the
BAO scale.
7.1. Complementary data
7.1.1. Power spectrum of the cosmic microwave background
fluctuations
The most recent measurement of the CMB temperature fluctu-
ations has been provided by the 2013 release of the Planck ex-
periment results (Planck Collaboration I 2014). This release is
based on data gathered in the first 15.5 months of satellite oper-
ation. It delivered maps of temperature fluctuations over the en-
tire sky in nine frequency bands (30−857 GHz). The analysis of
Planck data exploits the multiwavelength coverage to determine
the CMB temperature fluctuation power spectrum after remov-
ing the foreground emissions (Planck Collaboration XII 2014;
Planck collaboration XV 2014). Their results are summarized
by a likelihood function for the CMB spectrum given the Planck
data (Planck collaboration XV 2014).
The CMB temperature power spectrum is directly sensitive
to matter densities and measures precisely the angular diameter
distance at the last-scattering surface (z ≈ 1090). This precise
measurement of the early universe complements very well the
SN Ia distance measurements in the late Universe. The com-
bination produces constraints on dark-energy models that can-
not be obtained from the CMB alone because of the geometric
degeneracy.
For this analysis, we use the Planck measurement of
the CMB temperature fluctuations and the WMAP measure-
ment of the large-scale fluctuations of the CMB polarization
(Bennett et al. 2013). This combination of CMB data is de-
noted “Planck+WP” to follow the nomenclature used by Planck
Collaboration XVI (2014). We summarize the geometrical con-
straints inferred from those measurements by a Gaussian prior
on the value of the baryon density today ωb = Ωbh2, the cold
dark matter density today ωc = Ωch2, and θMC the CosmoMC
approximation of the sound horizon angular size computed from
the Hu & Sugiyama (1996) fitting formulae. This combination of
parameters is well constrained by the temperature power spec-
trum and is independent of any assumptions about dark en-
ergy (for the range of models considered in this paper). The
WMAP polarization information slightly improves the Planck
constraints by reducing degeneracies, which involve the damp-
ing of small scale fluctuations by reionization and are unresolved
by the temperature spectrum alone. Our prior has the form19:
χ2cmb = (v − vcmb)†C−1cmb(v − vcmb) (18)
where:
vcmb = (ωb, ωc, 100θMC)cmb = (0.022065, 0.1199, 1.041) (19)
and Ccmb is the best fit covariance matrix for v (marginalized
over all other parameters):
Ccmb = 10−7
 0.79039 −4.0042 0.80608−4.0042 66.950 −6.9243
0.80608 −6.9243 3.9712
 . (20)
19 Those numbers correspond to the best-fit parameters and covariance
for the exploration of the Planck temperature and WMAP polarization
likelihood (Planck+WP in Planck Collaboration XVI (2014) terminol-
ogy) to a flat w-CDM cosmology as retrieved from the Planck Legacy
Archive http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/aio/planckProducts.
html
The use of a distance prior is only an approximate summary
of CMB constraints for dark energy. In particular, the sensi-
tivity of the CMB to the late-time growth of structure is ne-
glected. However, these effects are small, and our approximation
is known to adequately represent more sensitive combinations
such as CMB+SNe Ia and CMB+BAO (see, e.g., the discus-
sions in Komatsu et al. 2011, Sect. 5.5 and references therein).
Our approach has the advantage of being purely geometrical and
easy to calculate. We provide a comparison of our results with
the full Planck likelihood (Planck collaboration XV 2014) in
Appendix D: in the case of a flat universe model with a con-
stant equation of state, the difference in best fit values for w is
less than 0.3σ and the uncertainties are the same. We provide
the tools to use our data in investigations of more general dark
energy models in which the above approximation is not valid
(see Appendix F).
Planck also provides a reconstruction of the CMB weak-
lensing potential (Planck Collaboration XVII 2014) that breaks
part of the geometric degeneracy that arises from the CMB tem-
perature spectrum alone. Better constraints on the foreground
contamination of the temperature spectrum can also be ob-
tained from higher resolution experiments, such as the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope (Das et al. 2014) and the South Pole
Telescope (Reichardt et al. 2012). Exhaustive investigations of
constraints provided by the various combinations of CMB data
are conducted in Planck Collaboration XVI (2014). These re-
sults suggest little difference from the additional lensing and
high-` likelihoods in dark energy studies when used in combina-
tion with later distance measurements such as SNe Ia and BAOs.
Therefore, we do not consider their use in the present study.
We also present constraints obtained in combination with
WMAP for comparison (labeled WMAP9). For this purpose, we
use the distance prior given in Hinshaw et al. (2013, Sect. 4.6.1).
7.1.2. Baryon acoustic oscillations
The detection of the characteristic scale of the BAO in the corre-
lation function of different matter distribution tracers provides a
powerful standard ruler to probe the angular-diameter-distance
versus redshift relation and Hubble parameter evolution. The
BAO scale has now been detected in the correlation function
of various galaxy surveys (Eisenstein et al. 2005; Beutler et al.
2011; Blake et al. 2011; Anderson et al. 2012), as well as in the
Lyα forest of distant quasars (Busca et al. 2013; Slosar et al.
2013). Large-scale surveys also probe the horizon size at matter-
radiation equality. However, this latter measurement appears to
be more affected by systematic uncertainties than the robust
BAO scale measurement.
BAO analyses usually perform a spherical average of their
scale measurement constraining a combination of the angular
scale and redshift separation:
dz =
rs(zdrag)
Dv(z)
(21)
with:
Dv(z) =
(
(1 + z)2D2A
cz
H(z)
)1/3
· (22)
For this work, we follow Planck Collaboration XVI (2014) in
using the measurement of the BAO scale at z = 0.106, 0.35,
and 0.57 from Beutler et al. (2011); Padmanabhan et al. (2012);
Anderson et al. (2012), respectively. We consider a BAO prior of
the form:
χ2bao = (dz − dbaoz )†C−1bao(dz − dbaoz ) (23)
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Table 13. Best fit parameters for the o-ΛCDM cosmological model.
Ωm Ωk H0 Ωbh2 α β M1B ∆M χ
2/d.o.f.
Planck+WP+BAO+JLA 0.305 ± 0.010 0.002 ± 0.003 68.34 ± 1.03 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.099 ± 0.074 −19.10 ± 0.03 −0.070 ± 0.023 684.1/738
Planck+WP+BAO 0.306 ± 0.010 0.002 ± 0.003 68.25 ± 1.06 0.0221 ± 0.0003
Planck+WP+SDSS 0.397 ± 0.108 −0.019 ± 0.026 59.93 ± 8.17 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.145 ± 0.008 3.115 ± 0.108 −19.34 ± 0.27 −0.091 ± 0.031 350.7/369
Planck+WP+SDSS+SNLS 0.309 ± 0.046 0.001 ± 0.011 67.94 ± 5.15 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.140 ± 0.007 3.141 ± 0.082 −19.10 ± 0.15 −0.072 ± 0.025 577.9/608
Planck+WP+JLA 0.292 ± 0.037 0.005 ± 0.009 69.85 ± 4.44 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.102 ± 0.075 −19.05 ± 0.12 −0.070 ± 0.023 682.9/735
Planck+WP+C11 0.244 ± 0.047 0.015 ± 0.010 76.48 ± 7.36 0.0221 ± 0.0003 1.708 ± 0.156 3.306 ± 0.109 −18.96 ± 0.19 −0.045 ± 0.024 395.1/468
Table 14. Best fit parameters for the flat w-CDM cosmological model.
Ωm w H0 Ωbh2 α β M1B ∆M χ
2/d.o.f.
Planck+WP+BAO+JLA 0.303 ± 0.012 −1.027 ± 0.055 68.50 ± 1.27 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.102 ± 0.075 −19.10 ± 0.03 −0.070 ± 0.023 684.1/738
Planck+WP+BAO 0.295 ± 0.020 −1.075 ± 0.109 69.57 ± 2.54 0.0220 ± 0.0003
Planck+WP+SDSS 0.341 ± 0.039 −0.906 ± 0.123 64.68 ± 3.56 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.145 ± 0.008 3.116 ± 0.108 −19.17 ± 0.10 −0.091 ± 0.031 350.7/369
Planck+WP+SDSS+SNLS 0.314 ± 0.020 −0.994 ± 0.069 67.32 ± 1.98 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.140 ± 0.007 3.139 ± 0.082 −19.12 ± 0.05 −0.072 ± 0.025 577.9/608
Planck+WP+JLA 0.307 ± 0.017 −1.018 ± 0.057 68.07 ± 1.63 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.100 ± 0.075 −19.11 ± 0.04 −0.070 ± 0.023 683.0/735
WMAP9+JLA+BAO 0.296 ± 0.012 −0.979 ± 0.063 68.19 ± 1.33 0.0224 ± 0.0005 0.141 ± 0.006 3.099 ± 0.075 −19.10 ± 0.03 −0.070 ± 0.023 684.4/738
Planck+WP+C11 0.288 ± 0.021 −1.093 ± 0.078 70.33 ± 2.34 0.0221 ± 0.0003 1.707 ± 0.156 3.306 ± 0.109 −19.15 ± 0.05 −0.043 ± 0.024 395.4/468
Table 15. Best fit parameters for the flat wz-CDM cosmological model. The point (w0, wa) = (−1, 0) corresponds to the cosmological constant
hypothesis.
Ωm w0 wa H0 Ωbh2 α β M1B ∆M χ
2/d.o.f.
Planck + WP + BAO + JLA 0.304 ± 0.012 −0.957 ± 0.124 −0.336 ± 0.552 68.59 ± 1.27 0.0220 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.099 ± 0.075 −19.09 ± 0.04 −0.070 ± 0.023 683.7/737
Planck + WP + BAO 0.291 ± 0.042 −1.134 ± 0.490 0.167 ± 1.318 70.09 ± 5.05 0.0221 ± 0.0003
Planck + WP + BAO + SDSS 0.315 ± 0.019 −0.848 ± 0.200 −0.582 ± 0.702 67.31 ± 2.04 0.0220 ± 0.0003 0.145 ± 0.008 3.126 ± 0.108 −19.09 ± 0.05 −0.091 ± 0.031 352.0/371
Planck + WP + JLA 0.296 ± 0.022 −0.886 ± 0.206 −0.698 ± 1.090 69.36 ± 2.40 0.0221 ± 0.0003 0.141 ± 0.006 3.099 ± 0.075 −19.06 ± 0.08 −0.070 ± 0.023 682.6/734
Planck + WP + BAO + C11 0.293 ± 0.014 −1.073 ± 0.146 −0.066 ± 0.563 69.90 ± 1.64 0.0220 ± 0.0003 1.706 ± 0.156 3.307 ± 0.109 −19.15 ± 0.04 −0.044 ± 0.025 396.4/470
with zdrag computed from the Eisenstein & Hu (1998) fit-
ting formulae, dbaoz = (0.336, 0.1126, 0.07315) and C
−1
bao =
diag(4444, 215156, 721487).
7.2. Constraints on cosmological parameters for various dark
energy models
We consider three alternatives to the base ΛCDM model:
– The one-parameter extension allowing for non-zero spatial
curvature Ωk, labeled o-ΛCDM.
– The one-parameter extension allowing for dark energy in a
spatially flat universe with an arbitrary constant equation of
state parameter w, labeled w-CDM.
– The two-parameter extension allowing for dark energy in a
spatially flat universe with a time varying equation of state
parameter parameterized as w(a) = w0 + wa(1 − a) with a =
1/(1 + z) (Linder 2003) and labeled wz-CDM.
We follow the assumptions of Planck Collaboration XVI (2014)
to achieve consistency with our prior. In particular we assume
massive neutrinos can be approximated as a single massive
eigenstate with mν = 0.06 eV and an effective energy density
when relativistic:
ρν = Neff
7
8
(
4
11
)4/3
ργ (24)
with ργ the radiation energy density and Neff = 3.046. We use
Tcmb = 2.7255 K for the CMB temperature today.
Best-fit parameters for different probe combinations are
given in Tables 13–15. Errors quoted in the tables are 1σ
Cramér-Rao lower bounds from the approximate Fisher
Information Matrix. Confidence contours corresponding
to ∆χ2 = 2.28 (68%) and ∆χ2 = 6 (95%) are shown in
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Fig. 15. 68% and 95% confidence contours (including systematic un-
certainty) for the Ωm and ΩΛ cosmological parameters for the o-ΛCDM
model. Labels for the various datasets correspond to the present SN Ia
compilation (JLA), the Conley et al. (2011) SN Ia compilation (C11),
the combination of Planck temperature and WMAP polarization mea-
surements of the CMB fluctuation (Planck+WP), and a combination of
measurements of the BAO scale (BAO). See Sect. 7.1 for details. The
black dashed line corresponds to a flat universe.
Figs. 15−17. For all studies involving SNe Ia, we used like-
lihood functions similar to Eq. (15), with both statistical and
systematic uncertainties included in the computation of C. We
also performed fits involving the SNLS+SDSS subsample and
the C11 “SALT2” sample for comparison (see Sect. 6).
In all cases the combination of our supernova sample
with the two other probes is compatible with the cosmo-
logical constant solution in a flat universe, which could
have been anticipated from the agreement between CMB and
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Fig. 16. Confidence contours at 68% and 95% (including systematic
uncertainty) for the Ωm and w cosmological parameters for the flat
w-ΛCDM model. The black dashed line corresponds to the cosmologi-
cal constant hypothesis.
SN Ia measurements of ΛCDM parameters (see Sect. 6.6). This
concordance is the main result of the present paper. We note
that this conclusion still holds if we use the WMAP CMB tem-
perature measurement in place of the Planck measurement (see
Table 14).
For the w-CDM model, in combination with Planck, we
measure w = −1.018 ± 0.057. This represents a substan-
tial improvement in uncertainty (30%) over the combination
Planck+WP+C11 (w = −1.093 ± 0.078 ). The ∼1σ (stat+sys)
change in w is caused primarily by the recalibration of the SNLS
sample as discussed in detail in Sect. 6. The improvement in
errors is due to the inclusion of the full SDSS-II spectroscopic
sample and to the reduction in systematic errors due to the joint
recalibration of the SDSS-II and SNLS surveys. As an illustra-
tion of the relative influence of those two changes, using the
C11 calibration uncertainties would increase the uncertainty of
w to 6.5%.
Interestingly, the CMB+SNLS+SDSS combination delivers
a competitive measurement of w with an accuracy of 6.9%, de-
spite the absence of the low-z SNe Ia. This measurement is ex-
pected to be robust since the dominant systematic uncertainty
(photometric calibration error) was the subject of careful review
in the joint analysis of the SDSS-II and SNLS surveys. This
subsample is also likely to be less sensitive to errors in the en-
vironmental dependence of the SN Ia luminosity as the distri-
bution of SNLS and SDSS host properties are closer than are
the distribution of SNLS and low-z surveys. As an illustration,
fitting the w-CDM model to the CMB+SNLS+SDSS data, and
imposing ∆M = 0, provides w = −0.996 ± 0.069, a small shift
(δw < 0.003) with respect to the value reported for the same
sample and ∆M = −0.070 ± 0.023 in Table 14.
Combined with CMB and BAO, SNe Ia yields a 5.4% mea-
surement of w which represents significantly tighter constraint
than what can be obtained from CMB and BAO alone (11.0%).
The combination of CMB, BAO and SNe Ia constrains models
with a varying equation of state w = −0.957 ± 0.124 and wa =
−0.336 ± 0.552 (see Table 15), yielding a figure of merit as de-
fined by the dark energy task force (DETF; Albrecht et al. 2006)
of 31.3. This is a factor 2 improvement in the FoM with respect
to the C11+DR7+WMAP7 combination considered in Sullivan
et al. (2011). This gain is attributable, for roughly equal parts, to
our improvement in SN measurements and to the improvement
in CMB and BAO external constraints.
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Fig. 17. Confidence contours at 68% and 95% (including systematic
uncertainty) for the w and wa cosmological parameters for the flat
w-ΛCDM model.
Finally, the combination of CMB, BAO and SN Ia data con-
strains the value of the Hubble parameter H0 at better than
2% even in generic dark energy models. Our result, H0 =
68.50 ± 1.27 km s−1 Mpc−1, is slightly lower (1.9σ) than the di-
rect measurement of H0 = 73.8 ± 2.4 km s−1 Mpc−1 given in
Riess et al. (2011). A recalibration of the absolute distance of
NGC 4258, one of the three distance anchors involved in this
direct measurement, is given in Humphreys et al. (2013). They
report a slightly smaller value determined from this anchor H0 =
72.0 ± 3.0 km s−1 Mpc−1. In addition, Efstathiou (2014) sug-
gests that possible biases were introduced in the Cepheid period-
luminosity relation by subluminous low metallicity Cepheids
and shows some sensitivity of the results to outlier rejections.
He finds, using a revised outlier rejection algorithm, H0 =
70.6 ± 3.3 km s−1 Mpc−1, using only the recalibrated NGC 4258
distance anchor and H0 = 72.5 ± 2.5 km s−1 Mpc−1 combining
the three anchors. In conclusion, the recalibrated direct mea-
surement of H0 improves agreement (1.4σ) with our indirect
determination.
8. Summary and perspectives
We have reported improved cosmological constraints from the
Hubble diagram of type Ia supernovae, based on a joint analysis
of the SNLS and SDSS-II SN Ia samples. These results are based
on combining the SN Ia compilation assembled in Conley et al.
(2011) by SNLS with the full SDSS-II three-year SN Ia sample
(Sako et al. 2014). We have explicitly chosen not to include all
newly available SN Ia data, and instead focus on the control of
systematic uncertainties.
The results obtained here benefit from joint SNLS/SDSS
analyses addressing dominant systematic issues. The effects of
the systematic studies on the cosmological parameters were un-
known until the systematic studies were completed; in this sense,
our analysis is a “blind” analysis. The largest systematic error
has been reduced by the notable improvement in the accuracy of
the SNLS and SDSS photometric calibration that resulted from
a joint analysis of the calibration data of both surveys (Betoule
et al. 2013). The other major improvement was the result of
detailed investigations of systematic uncertainties and biases
associated with the model of the type-Ia supernovae spectral evo-
lution (Kessler et al. 2013; Mosher et al. 2014). In particular,
Mosher et al. (2014) performs a thorough analysis of the SALT2
light-curve model (Guy et al. 2007) used in the present anal-
ysis. Thanks to these analyses we are able to derive distances
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for 740SNe Ia with improved and well-understood measure-
ment systematics. The data release is succinctly described in
Appendix F.
In the ΛCDM model, the JLA sample provides a measure-
ment of the reduced matter density parameter Ωm = 0.295 ±
0.034, independent of the CMB measurement. Our result is in
good agreement with the recent measurement from the Planck
satellite. We show that the ∼2σ disagreement previously ob-
served with Conley et al. (2011) is largely eliminated when using
the joint recalibration results reported in Betoule et al. (2013).
Combining our sample with the Planck CMB measurement, we
find no evidence for dynamical dark energy. Assuming a flat
universe, we measure a constant dark-energy equation of state
parameter of w = −1.018 ± 0.057, where both statistical and
systematic uncertainties are included. In all the cases we consid-
ered, our results are compatible with the cosmological constant
hypothesis.
About half of the gain in precision obtained with respect to
the Conley et al. (2011) result arises from the improvement in
the calibration accuracy. This demonstrates that substantial gain
was obtained by working on improving calibration systematics.
In spite of these improvements, the accuracy of the photometric
calibration remains (by far) the limiting systematic uncertainty.
However, there is no known reason why this situation cannot be
improved in future surveys. Our result is based on a photometric
calibration which is limited at the ∼0.5% level by the accuracy
of the primary stellar calibration standards. Further improve-
ments, either in the accuracy of stellar spectrophotometric stan-
dards, or in the delivery of laboratory-made calibration sources,
should make it possible to approach the current systematic limit
of∼1 mmag with CCD-based photometric measurements (Astier
et al. 2013). The use of CCD detectors with enhanced sensi-
tivity in the near infrared will make it possible to observe low
and high-redshift supernovae in more nearly similar rest-frame
bands. Better wavelength coverage would alleviate the partial
degeneracy between the cosmology, the calibration and the SNe
Ia model, the degeneracy that is responsible for a large part
of the sensitivity of cosmology to calibration uncertainties. In
particular, the Dark Energy Survey (DES) experiment, which
has just begun its high-redshift SNe survey (Bernstein et al.
2012), will exploit improved sensitivity in the infrared to reduce
the model-calibration-cosmology degeneracy. Also DES, unlike
SNLS, has a shallow survey (24 deg2) that will provide both high
and medium redshift SN in the same experiment. DES will also
have a continual, in situ, modeling of the filter transmission. All
three features should ease the calibration problem. LSST should
be even better than DES in both these respects. However, neither
DES nor LSST will be able to spectroscopically identify a large
fraction of their candidates because the required spectroscopic
time would be prohibitive. Each survey will hence have to con-
tend with the problem of contamination in their SN Ia samples.
Several analyses have already addressed this issue (e.g., in SNLS
and SDSS, Bazin et al. 2011; Campbell et al. 2013) and showed
that good control of the contamination (<4%) can be reached.
According to our estimates, issues related to the environmen-
tal dependence of SNe Ia standardized luminosity contribute a
subdominant part of the error budget. However, this conclusion
is less robust than our understanding of other uncertainties be-
cause the phenomena are, at best, only partially understood. This
topic is currently the subject of active research and there is hope
that firm conclusions can be reached with increased statistics,
complementary data (e.g., local properties of the SN environ-
ment, Stanishev et al. 2012) and possibly improved theoreti-
cal modeling. Increased statistics are already available: about
150 additional spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia from the
5 year SNLS sample; extended samples from several low-z ex-
periments (Stritzinger et al. 2011; Hicken et al. 2012); and nu-
merous spectral data samples (Blondin et al. 2012; Silverman
et al. 2012; Maguire et al. 2012; Pereira et al. 2013), which
should provide better constraints on the SNe Ia model.
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Appendix A: Visual inspection
In addition to the software cuts, we performed a visual inspec-
tion of the SN light-curve fits. We discarded the following SNe
Ia, for which the SALT2 fits were particularly poor20:
1. Fit probability <0.01 due to apparent problems in
the photometry: SDSS739?, SDSS1316?, SDSS3256
(2005hn), SDSS6773 (2005iu), SDSS12780, SDSS12907,
SDSS13327?, SDSS16287, SDSS16578?, SDSS16637?,
SDSS17176?, SDSS18456, SDSS18643, SDSS19381
(2007nk), SDSS20376?, SDSS20528 (2007qr),
SDSS21810?.
2. Poor fit, probable 1986G-like: SDSS17886 (sn2007jh)
(Stritzinger et al. 2011).
3. Poor fit, 2002cx-like: SDSS20208 (sn2007qd) (McClelland
et al. 2010; Foley et al. 2013).
4. Pathological sampling leading to unstable fit results:
SDSS17500?, SDSS16692?.
We also discarded the following four events that are >3σ outliers
on the Hubble diagram:
1. Over-luminous: SDSS14782 (2006jp), SDSS15369
(2006ln).
2. Subluminous: SDSS15459 (2006la), SDSS17568 (2007kb).
Last, a proper and stable determination of the date of maximum
is necessary for SNe Ia entering in the training sample, because
the date of maximum is held fixed in the training. We looked for
remaining poorly sampled light curves in the training sample,
and discarded the following nine SNe (only from the training
sample):
1. Too few observations after the epoch of peak brightness
(despite a reported uncertainty on t0 passing the cuts):
SDSS10434, SDSS19899, SDSS20470, SDSS21510.
2. Too few observations before the epoch of peak bright-
ness: SDSS6780, SDSS12781, SDSS12853 (2006ey),
SDSS13072, SDSS18768.
Appendix B: Details on calibration systematics
B.1. Consistency of the CfAIII and CSP photometric
calibration
A few low-z SNe Ia have been observed contemporaneously with
several telescopes which provides a way to assess their relative
calibration. Mosher et al. (2012) studied nine spectroscopically
confirmed Type Ia supernova observed by both the CSP and
the SDSS-II surveys. The study provides us with stringent con-
straints on possible differences between the CSP calibration and
the SDSS/SNLS calibration of B13. The Mosher et al. (2012)
results are reproduced in Table B.1.
We performed a similar study on SNe Ia observed by both
the CfAIII and CSP surveys. To increase the statistics avail-
able for this comparison, we consider SNe Ia from both the
first (Contreras et al. 2010) and second (Stritzinger et al. 2011)
CSP data release. The list of all SNe Ia in common is given in
Table B.2.
We use SALT2 to interpolate between measurements (in
phase and wavelength) as follows: for each SN Ia, we perform
20 Supernovae denoted with a star would not enter the training sam-
ple anyway because they fail other selection requirements (typically the
redshift cut).
Table B.1. Calibration offsets.
Band Mean offset Scatter NSN
(mag) (mag)
CSP – SDSSa
u −0.008 ± 0.016 (stat) ± 0.013 (sys) 0.038 4
g −0.002 ± 0.006 (stat) ± 0.005 (sys) 0.028 7
r 0.011 ± 0.005 (stat) ± 0.005 (sys) 0.025 6
i −0.012 ± 0.005 (stat) ± 0.002 (sys) 0.032 7
CSP – Keplercam
U 0.021 ± 0.013 (stat) 0.071 6
B 0.005 ± 0.004 (stat) 0.042 17
V −0.009 ± 0.003 (stat) 0.021 17
r 0.024 ± 0.004 (stat) 0.039 17
i 0.003 ± 0.012 (stat) 0.049 18
Notes. (a) From Mosher et al. (2012, Table 11) . Systematic uncertainties
are the combination of interpolation and S-correction uncertainties.
Table B.2. Spectroscopically confirmed SNe Ia in common between
CSP and CFA.
SN IAU name zhelio Peculiar
2005M 0.022
2005hj 0.0580
2005ir 0.0764
2005mc 0.0252
2006bd 0.0257 91bg-like
2006br 0.0246
2006bt 0.0322 Yesa
2006ef 0.0179
2006ej 0.0205
2006et 0.0226
2006ev 0.0287
2006gj 0.0284
2006hb 0.0153 86G-like
2006is 0.0314
2006kf 0.0213
2006D 0.00852
2006os 0.0328
2007N 0.0129 91bg-like
2007S 0.0139 91T-like
2007af 0.0055
2007ai 0.0317 91T-like
2007ax 0.0069 91bg-like
2007ba 0.0385 91bg-like
2007bc 0.0208
2007bd 0.0309
2007ca 0.0062
Notes. (a) Foley et al. (2010).
an initial fit using all available data to determine its shape, color,
and date of maximum. Holding these parameters fixed, we re-
determine the amplitude parameter x0 for each band indepen-
dently. In a given band, comparing the values of −2.5 log10(x0)
obtained for two different instruments gives an estimate of the
calibration difference between them. This method is similar to
the S-correction and spline interpolation applied in Mosher et al.
(2012). However, instead of transforming the CfA data to bring
them to the CSP native system, both sets data are transformed in
the same manner. Applied to the same sample, the two methods
deliver very similar results.
We exclude peculiar type-Ia supernovae from the com-
parison. Light curves with aberrant photometric points were
rejected: SN2005M U and r band light curves, SN2005ir,
SN2006ev and SN2005mc r band. Finally, B, V and r′ band data
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for 2006hb are too long after maximum brightness to be reli-
ably compared to CSP measurements. The results are given in
the second part of Table B.1. Our analysis shows an excellent
agreement in the B, V and i′ bands. The offset measured in r′ ap-
pears statistically significant, justifying the upward adjustment
of the r′ calibration uncertainty quoted in C11. The U band also
shows surprisingly good consistency considering the fact that
CfAIII U band measurements are color-corrected to the Landolt
system using a color transformation determined using ordinary
stars. However, given the small number of SNe Ia in the U-band
comparison, we are concerned that the agreement may be fortu-
itous and do not revise the 0.07 mag uncertainty used by Hicken
et al. (2009). This choice of a relatively large U-band uncertainty
is justified in Sect. B.2 where a SN U-band color-correction er-
ror is evaluated.
B.2. Errors induced by the color-transformation
of nearby supernova measurements
A substantial fraction of our low-z sample is composed of SNe Ia
with photometry reported in the Landolt system, which means
that flux measurements in the natural system have been trans-
formed to the Landolt system using color transformations deter-
mined by ordinary stars. This procedure introduces errors be-
cause SNe Ia have spectral properties different from those of
main sequence stars (see, e.g., the discussion in Jha et al. 2006,
Sect. 2.4, hereafter J06). Here we seek quantitative estimates for
these errors.
J06 provides effective filter transmissions for several combi-
nations of UBVRI filter sets and CCD cameras used for the SN
observations. Using these transmissions, along with an effective
model of Landolt filters21, we can compute synthetic magnitudes
of stars in both the natural and the Landolt system. We use the
stellar libraries of Gunn & Stryker (1983) and Pickles (1998), se-
lecting stars in a range of U − B and B − V colors matching that
of the SN calibration stars. For SNe, we use the SALT2 average
spectral sequence (X1 = C = 0).
Using those synthetic magnitudes, we compare the “true”
(synthetic) Landolt magnitude to the Landolt magnitude esti-
mated with a color transformation of the (synthetic) natural mag-
nitudes. For these color transformations, we use the color terms
given in Table 3 of J06, and define δm ≡ mtrueLandolt − mcolor−corr.Landolt
to be the difference between those two values. The calibration
bias for SNe is given by the difference of δm for SNe and main
sequence stars. Indeed the latter value sets the normalization of
SN magnitudes through the assignement of a zero-point to the
images. We label this difference ∆m ≡ δm(SN) − δm(stars).
An uncertainty on the quantity ∆m can be estimated by vary-
ing the SN model, the spectral library, or the filter transmissions.
In practice, the uncertainty on the filter transmissions is domi-
nant. Figure B.1 shows that δm is a function of the star color,
which means that the filter model is inadequate. By construction,
δm is color-independent for real observations. One can adjust
wavelength shifts of the filter transmissions in order to obtain
a color-independent value of δm for stars. This approach also
results in a change of ∆m that we can subsequently use as an es-
timate of the uncertainty due to approximate filter transmissions.
For the AndyCam CCD camera (CfA) with the Harris filter
set (Harris et al. 1981), we have found ∆B = 0 ± 0.015 mag,
∆V = 0.03 ± 0.01 mag, and ∆R = 0.03 ± 0.03 mag. In other
21 Landolt filters from Bessell (1990), with wavelength shifts of −31,
+8, +3, +22, and +11 Å for the UBVRI bands respectively; see the
Appendix A of C11 for a detailed discussion.
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Fig. B.1. Synthetic values of δU ≡ U trueLandolt − Ucolor−corr.Landolt as a function
of B − V color for stars from Gunn & Stryker (1983, open circles) and
Pickles (1998, filled squares), and for an average SN at various epochs,
from −5 to +30 days, based on the SALT2 spectral sequence. The nat-
ural effective filter set is that of the 4Shooter camera, chip 1, with SAO
filters, given in Jha et al. (2006), Table 5. Only the difference between
SN and stars are relevant here, not the absolute δU values.
words, the color-correction does not significantly bias the mea-
surements for the BVR bands. The situation for the U-band is,
however, different. We have found a value as large as 0.1 for the
4Shooter camera (CfA), chip 1, with SAO filters. The values of
δm for SNe and stars are represented in Fig. B.1 for this latter in-
strumental setup. One can also see on the figure that the residual
color term is quite important. A U-band shift of ∼3 nm is needed
to obtain a flat distribution of δm, and in that case one finds an
even larger value of ∆U = 0.15.
A primary motivation for this study is the existence of sig-
nificant calibration offsets between observer-frame UV obser-
vations from different instruments (see, e.g., Krisciunas et al.
2013, for a longer discussion of this effect) and with rest-frame
UV observations at higher redshift. Kessler et al. (2009a) found
that this latter discrepancy was responsible for a large part of
the difference between the SALT2 and MLCS2k2 (Jha et al.
2007) models, MLCS2k2 being trained solely on low-z SNe.
This U-band offset introduced by the application of a color-
correction to SNe data could explain some of the discrepancy.
However, the U-band filter transmissions are too uncertain to
secure a good interpretation of natural magnitudes. For this rea-
son, we adopt the magnitudes that are color-transformed to the
Landolt system for the low-z samples (except for the CSP data
and the CfA-III BVri light curves where we use the natural mag-
nitudes and measured filter response functions), but assign a co-
herent systematic uncertainty of 0.1 mag to the amplitude of
U-band light curves.
In all bands, the (phase dependent) error introduced by color
transformations is not included, so measurement errors are typ-
ically underestimated. As a consequence, the uncertainties in
the fit light-curve parameters are underestimated. The training
of SALT2 is also affected by this problem. At present, we can-
not afford discarding the color-transformed low-z and must deal
with this issue. We estimate the measurement errors again for
color transformed measurements in the low-z sample as follows.
Since the SDSS-II and SNLS measurement errors are reliable,
we trained a version of SALT2 as described in Sect. 4, but con-
sidering only the SNLS and SDSS-II measurements in the com-
putation of the “error-snake”. We then use this version with
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reliable modeling of the intrinsic dispersion to fit all the color
transformed low-z light curves. For each light-curve, we fit an
ad-hoc two parameter (γ2 and γ3) correction of the measurement
errors σi affecting the measurement di by minimizing the fol-
lowing residual likelihood:
REML =
∑
i
wi(di − γ1mi)2 −
∑
i
logwi + log
∑
i
wi
 (B.1)
with w−1i = σ
2
i +(σ
M
i )
2 +γ22m
2
i +γ
2
3, where mi is the flux predicted
by the best fit light-curve model and σMi the model value of
the intrinsic dispersion. We simultaneously fit for γ1, γ2 and γ3.
When the light-curve contains less than five points, we fix the
value of γ3 to zero. We then alter the errors in the light-curve ac-
cordingly to the fit values of γ2 and γ3. We found a mean value
of 0.007 mag for γ2.
Appendix C: Estimates of missing host stellar
masses in the C11 sample
The C11 compilation is missing estimates of the galaxy host
mass for 61 nearby SNe (mostly because of missing photome-
try for the host). We describe estimates obtained for 57 of the
61 missing galaxy mass values.
For 49 of the nearby SN host galaxies, we derived an esti-
mate based on Ks photometry (Bell & de Jong 2001; Bell et al.
2003) from the 2003 2MASS All-Sky Data Release of the Two
Micron All Sky Survey (Skrutskie et al. 2006). The photometric
data are extracted from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database
(NED) database. A linear model is fit between the mass and
the Ks absolute magnitude on 51 objects with stellar mass esti-
mates from C11. This linear model yields a residual of 0.15 dex
and is used to provide galaxy mass estimates. For 8 galaxies
without 2MASS Ks magnitudes, we rely on less precise models
based on the total B band RC3 magnitude (de Vaucouleurs et al.
1991, three objects), the r C-Model magnitude (1 object from
the SDSS DR6, Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008), the B mag-
nitude (three objects published in Hamuy et al. 2000), and the
B magnitude in Strolger et al. (2002) for the low-luminosity host
of SN 1999aw. The four remaining supernovae have no identi-
fied host and were assigned to the low-mass bin with an uncer-
tainty on distance moduli of ∆refM added in quadrature to the other
sources of uncertainty.
Appendix D: Accuracy of the CMB distance prior
In Sect. 7, we summarized the dark energy constraints from the
CMB in the form of a distance prior. A computationally inten-
sive, but more general, approach is to directly compare the CMB
data to theoretical predictions for the fluctuation power spectra
computed from a Boltzmann code. In this appendix, we briefly
compare the results from both approaches for a fit of the w-CDM
model to the combination of our SNe Ia JLA sample with CMB
constraints.
The Planck collaboration (Planck collaboration XV 2014)
has released code to compute the likelihood of theoretical mod-
els given Planck data22. This enables the marginalization of sev-
eral sources of systematic uncertainty in the CMB spectra, such
22 We use the publicly available clik code to compute the high and
low-` Planck and WMAP low-` polarization likelihood functions. Both
the Planck likelihood code v1.0 and corresponding data (CAMSPEC
v6.2TN_2013_02_26, commander v4.1_lm49 and lowlike v222) are
available from the Planck Legacy archive http://pla.esac.esa.
int/pla/aio/planckResults.jsp?
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Fig. D.1. Comparison of two derivations of the 68 and 95% confidence
contours in the Ωm and w parameters for a flat w-CDM cosmology.
In one case, constraints are derived from the exploration of the full
Planck+WP+JLA likelihood (blue). In the other case CMB constraints
are summarized by the geometric distance prior described in Sect. 7.1
(dashed red).
Table D.1. Best-fit parameters of the w-CDM fit for the full
Planck+WP+JLA likelihood, and for the distance prior (DP+JLA).
Parameter Planck+WP+JLA DP+JLA
Ωbh2 0.02201+0.00028−0.00028 0.02208 ± 0.00028
Ωm 0.308+0.017−0.017 0.307 ± 0.017
H0 68.1+1.6−1.6 68.1 ± 1.6
τ 0.089+0.012−0.015 –
ns 0.9590+0.0071−0.0071 –
ln(1010As) 3.088+0.024−0.027 –
w −1.034+0.059−0.055 −1.018 ± 0.057
as errors in the instrumental beams and contamination by astro-
physical foregrounds. In our comparison we make use of the full
Planck temperature likelihood complemented with the WMAP
measurement of the large scale CMB polarization (Bennett et al.
2013). We use the CAMB Boltzmann code (Lewis et al. 2000,
March 2013) for our computation of CMB spectra. We follow
assumptions from Planck Collaboration XVI (2014), fitting for
the baryon density today ωb = Ωbh2, the cold dark matter den-
sity today ωc = Ωch2, θMC, the CosmoMC approximation of the
sound horizon angular size computed from the Hu & Sugiyam
(1996) fitting formulae, τ, the Thomson scattering optical depth
due to reionization, ln(1010As), the log power of the primordial
curvature perturbations at the pivot scale k0 = 0.05 Mpc−1, ns,
the primordial spectrum index, and w, the dark energy equation
of state parameter.
We explored the Planck+WP+JLA likelihood with Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations of the posterior dis-
tribution assuming flat priors for parameters as given in Planck
Collaboration XVI (2014, Table 1). Eight sample chains were
drawn using CosmoMC (Lewis & Bridle 2002; Lewis 2013).
Convergence of the simulation is monitored using the Gelman
& Rubin (1992) R statistic23.
The mean value of the posterior distribution and 68% lim-
its for the fit parameters to the Planck+WP+JLA likelihood are
given in Table D.1. Best-fit parameters obtained using the dis-
tance prior in Sect. 7.2 are shown for comparison. The 68%
and 95% contours from these simulations are drawn in Fig. D.1.
23 We impose R − 1 < 0.01 in the least converged orthogonalized
parameter.
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Overplotted is the Planck+WP+JLA contour from Fig. 16. The
differences are small as expected from the fact that the supple-
mentary constraints brought by the complete CMB power spec-
trum are weak compared to the supernova constraints.
Appendix E: Compressed form of the JLA
likelihood
Figure 9 shows that the correlation between the nuisance param-
eters (α, β, ∆M) and the cosmological parameter Ωm is small
as a result of the high density of SNe in this Hubble diagram
(especially in the SDSS sample at intermediate redshifts). This
suggests that, for a limited class of models (those predicting
isotropic luminosity distances evolving smoothly with redshifts),
the estimate of distances can be made reasonably independent
of the estimate of cosmological parameters. In this appendix, we
seek to provide the cosmological information of the JLA Hubble
diagram in a compressed form that is faster and easier to evaluate
and still remains accurate for the most common cases. Studies
investigating alternate cosmology or alternate standardization
hypotheses for SNe-Ia should continue to rely on the complete
form.
E.1. Binned distance estimates
The distance modulus is typically well approximated by a piece-
wise linear function of log(z), defined on each segment zb ≤ z <
zb+1 as:
µ¯(z) = (1 − α) µb + αµb+1 (E.1)
with α = log(z/zb)/ log(zb+1/zb) and µb the distance modulus at
zb. As an example, for 31 log-spaced control points zb in the red-
shift range 0.01 < z < 1.3, the difference between the Λ-CDM
distance modulus and its linear interpolant is everywhere smaller
than 1 mmag.
Such an interpolant can be fit to our measured Hubble di-
agram by minimizing a likelihood function similar to the one
proposed in Eq. (15):
χ2 = (µˆ − µ¯(z))†C−1(µˆ − µ¯(z)). (E.2)
The free parameters of the fit are α, β, ∆M and µb at the chosen
control points. We use a fixed fiducial value of M1B = −19.05
to provide uniquely determined µb. Results are compared to the
best fit Λ-CDM cosmology in Fig. E.1. The structure of the cor-
relation matrix of the best-fit µb is shown in Fig. E.2. It dis-
plays significant large scale correlation mostly due to systematic
uncertainties. The tri-diagonal structure arises from the linear
interpolation.
E.2. Cosmology fit to the binned distances
Cosmological models predicting isotropic luminosity distances
evolving smoothly with redshifts can be fitted directly to the
binned distance estimates. We denote DL(z; θ) the luminosity
distance predicted by a model dependent of a set of cosmological
parameters θ. A good approximation of the full JLA likelihood
is generally given by the following likelihood function:
χ2(θ,M) = r†C−1b r (E.3)
with:
r = µb − M − 5 log10 DL(zb; θ) , (E.4)
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Fig. E.1. Binned version of the JLA Hubble diagram presented in Fig. 8.
The binned points are solid circles. There are significant correlations
between bins. The error bars are the square root of the diagonal of the
covariance matrix given in Table F.2.
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Fig. E.3. Comparison of the cosmological constraints obtained from the
full JLA likelihood (filled contour) with approximate version derived
by binning the JLA supernovae measurements in 20 bins (dashed blue
contour) and 30 bins (continuous red contour).
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M a free normalization parameter, and Cb the covariance matrix
of µb (see Table F.2). As an illustration, a comparison of the
cosmological constraints obtained from the approximate and full
version of the JLA likelihood for the w-CDM model is shown in
Fig. E.3. For the models evaluated in Sect. 7 in combination with
CMB and BAO constraints, the difference in best-fit estimates
between the approximate and full version is at most 0.018σ and
reported uncertainties differ by less than 0.3%.
We warn that the normalization parameter M must be left
free in the fit and marginalized over when deriving uncertainties.
Not doing so would be equivalent to introducing artificial con-
straints on the H0 parameter and would result in underestimated
errors.
Appendix F: Data release
The light-curve fit parameters for the JLA sample are given
in Table F.3. We provide the covariance matrices, described in
Sect. 5.5, of statistical and systematic uncertainties in light-curve
parameters. These two products contain all the information re-
quired to compute the likelihood function from Eq. (15) in a
cosmological fit. We provide the necessary computer code in two
forms: a CosmoMC plugin and an independent C++ code.
Alternatively, we deliver estimates of binned distance modu-
lus µb obtained, as described in appendix E, for 31 control points
Table F.1. Binned distance modulus fitted to the JLA sample.
zb µb zb µb zb µb
0.010 32.9538 0.051 36.6511 0.257 40.5649
0.012 33.8790 0.060 37.1580 0.302 40.9052
0.014 33.8421 0.070 37.4301 0.355 41.4214
0.016 34.1185 0.082 37.9566 0.418 41.7909
0.019 34.5934 0.097 38.2532 0.491 42.2314
0.023 34.9390 0.114 38.6128 0.578 42.6170
0.026 35.2520 0.134 39.0678 0.679 43.0527
0.031 35.7485 0.158 39.3414 0.799 43.5041
0.037 36.0697 0.186 39.7921 0.940 43.9725
0.043 36.4345 0.218 40.1565 1.105 44.5140
1.300 44.8218
Notes. An electronic version of this table is available at http://
supernovae.in2p3.fr/sdss_snls_jla/ReadMe.html
(30 bins) in Table F.1 and the associated covariance matrix in
Table F.2. These values can be used to evaluate the approximate
version of the JLA likelihood function proposed in Eq. (E.3).
In addition, we provide the retrained SALT2 model, the co-
variance matrix of calibration parameters, and the SNLS recal-
ibrated light curves. The SDSS-II light curves can be obtained
from the SDSS SN data release (Sako et al. 2014)24.
24 All data and software can be retrieved from http://supernovae.
in2p3.fr/sdss_snls_jla/ReadMe.html
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Table F.2. Covariance matrix of the binned distance modulus.
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21282 −10840 1918 451 946 614 785 686 581 233 881 133 475 295 277 282 412 293 337 278 219 297 156 235 133 179 −25 −106 0 137 168
28155 −2217 1702 74 322 380 273 424 487 266 303 406 468 447 398 464 403 455 468 417 444 351 399 83 167 −86 15 −2 76 243
6162 −1593 1463 419 715 580 664 465 613 268 570 376 405 352 456 340 412 355 317 341 242 289 119 152 −69 −33 −44 37 209
5235 −722 776 588 591 583 403 651 212 555 353 355 323 442 319 372 337 288 343 210 272 92 167 −48 −29 −21 50 229
7303 −508 1026 514 596 315 621 247 493 320 375 290 383 286 350 300 269 313 198 251 99 126 18 46 13 10 203
3150 −249 800 431 358 414 173 514 231 248 221 293 187 245 198 175 231 126 210 103 170 51 66 −8 −51 308
3729 −88 730 321 592 188 546 316 342 290 389 267 341 285 252 301 189 242 122 159 35 72 30 28 255
3222 −143 568 421 203 491 257 280 240 301 221 275 227 210 249 148 220 123 160 43 69 27 7 253
3225 −508 774 156 502 273 323 276 370 260 316 273 231 273 171 226 111 154 0 29 19 23 206
5646 −1735 691 295 362 316 305 370 280 346 313 276 310 217 274 131 175 38 118 78 48 303
8630 −1642 944 152 253 184 274 202 254 233 196 237 156 207 27 115 −32 7 −15 0 176
3855 −754 502 225 278 294 274 285 253 239 255 173 229 181 177 93 124 132 108 227
4340 −634 660 240 411 256 326 276 235 290 184 256 135 222 90 152 67 17 318
2986 −514 479 340 363 377 362 315 343 265 311 144 198 17 62 86 147 226
3592 −134 606 333 422 374 333 349 267 300 157 184 9 71 85 136 202
1401 22 431 343 349 302 322 245 284 171 186 70 70 93 142 202
1491 141 506 386 356 394 278 306 188 212 79 71 106 145 240
1203 200 435 331 379 281 311 184 209 49 51 110 197 181
1032 258 408 398 305 330 197 223 78 79 113 174 225
1086 232 453 298 328 120 189 −48 22 42 142 204
1006 151 329 282 169 195 58 80 95 192 188
1541 124 400 199 261 150 166 202 251 251
1127 72 227 222 93 118 93 171 161
1723 −105 406 −3 180 190 198 247
1550 144 946 502 647 437 215
1292 187 524 393 387 284
3941 587 1657 641 346
2980 360 1124 305
4465 −1891 713
23902 −1826
19169
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Notes. An electronic version of this table is available at http://supernovae.in2p3.fr/sdss_snls_jla/ReadMe.html.
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Table F.3. Parameters for the type Ia supernovae in the joint JLA cosmology sample.
Name zcmb m?B X1 C Mstellar
03D1ar 0.002 23.941 ± 0.033 −0.945 ± 0.209 0.266 ± 0.035 10.1 ± 0.5
03D1au 0.503 23.002 ± 0.088 1.273 ± 0.150 −0.012 ± 0.030 9.5 ± 0.1
03D1aw 0.581 23.574 ± 0.090 0.974 ± 0.274 −0.025 ± 0.037 9.2 ± 0.1
03D1ax 0.495 22.960 ± 0.088 −0.729 ± 0.102 −0.100 ± 0.030 11.6 ± 0.1
03D1bp 0.346 22.398 ± 0.087 −1.155 ± 0.113 −0.041 ± 0.027 10.8 ± 0.1
03D1co 0.678 24.078 ± 0.098 0.619 ± 0.404 −0.039 ± 0.067 8.6 ± 0.3
03D1dt 0.611 23.285 ± 0.093 −1.162 ± 1.641 −0.095 ± 0.050 9.7 ± 0.1
03D1ew 0.866 24.354 ± 0.106 0.376 ± 0.348 −0.063 ± 0.068 8.5 ± 0.8
03D1fc 0.331 21.861 ± 0.086 0.650 ± 0.119 −0.018 ± 0.024 10.4 ± 0.0
03D1fq 0.799 24.510 ± 0.102 −1.057 ± 0.407 −0.056 ± 0.065 10.7 ± 0.1
03D3aw 0.450 22.667 ± 0.092 0.810 ± 0.232 −0.086 ± 0.038 10.7 ± 0.0
03D3ay 0.371 22.273 ± 0.091 0.570 ± 0.198 −0.054 ± 0.033 10.2 ± 0.1
03D3ba 0.292 21.961 ± 0.093 0.761 ± 0.173 0.116 ± 0.035 10.2 ± 0.1
03D3bl 0.356 22.927 ± 0.087 0.056 ± 0.193 0.205 ± 0.030 10.8 ± 0.1
03D3cd 0.461 22.575 ± 0.096 1.862 ± 0.565 −0.043 ± 0.038 9.3 ± 0.2
03D4ag 0.284 21.257 ± 0.087 0.937 ± 0.105 −0.085 ± 0.023 10.6 ± 0.1
03D4at 0.632 23.739 ± 0.093 0.209 ± 0.330 −0.051 ± 0.067 8.8 ± 0.1
03D4au 0.466 23.790 ± 0.090 0.377 ± 0.333 0.122 ± 0.043 9.5 ± 0.1
03D4cj 0.269 21.058 ± 0.086 1.151 ± 0.085 −0.080 ± 0.023 6.0 ± 5.0
03D4cx 0.947 24.460 ± 0.115 −0.096 ± 0.673 0.057 ± 0.065 11.0 ± 0.2
03D4cy 0.925 24.706 ± 0.125 0.863 ± 0.640 −0.058 ± 0.072 9.7 ± 0.2
03D4cz 0.693 24.032 ± 0.100 −1.764 ± 0.385 −0.077 ± 0.085 10.4 ± 0.2
03D4dh 0.625 23.387 ± 0.091 1.128 ± 0.184 −0.043 ± 0.050 9.4 ± 0.2
03D4di 0.897 24.333 ± 0.110 1.454 ± 0.416 −0.084 ± 0.064 9.9 ± 0.1
03D4dy 0.608 23.245 ± 0.091 1.138 ± 0.183 −0.098 ± 0.036 5.3 ± 52.9
03D4fd 0.789 24.222 ± 0.100 0.784 ± 0.472 −0.043 ± 0.066 10.0 ± 0.2
03D4gf 0.578 23.324 ± 0.090 0.509 ± 0.312 −0.036 ± 0.038 7.6 ± 0.3
03D4gg 0.590 23.431 ± 0.093 1.001 ± 0.435 0.012 ± 0.040 10.2 ± 0.0
04D1aj 0.720 23.899 ± 0.096 0.391 ± 0.357 −0.034 ± 0.067 6.0 ± 5.0
04D1dc 0.210 21.057 ± 0.086 −1.236 ± 0.062 −0.003 ± 0.025 10.6 ± 0.0
04D1de 0.767 24.132 ± 0.097 0.906 ± 0.244 −0.119 ± 0.056 9.6 ± 0.2
04D1ff 0.859 24.246 ± 0.102 0.728 ± 0.277 0.047 ± 0.058 8.7 ± 0.3
04D1hd 0.368 22.157 ± 0.086 0.789 ± 0.068 −0.092 ± 0.022 8.2 ± 0.1
04D1hx 0.559 23.700 ± 0.090 0.285 ± 0.192 0.112 ± 0.035 9.6 ± 0.1
04D1hy 0.849 24.295 ± 0.101 1.151 ± 0.276 −0.054 ± 0.055 8.1 ± 0.8
04D1iv 0.996 24.618 ± 0.112 1.273 ± 0.343 −0.131 ± 0.051 9.0 ± 0.5
04D1jd 0.777 24.398 ± 0.098 0.135 ± 0.287 0.099 ± 0.070 10.4 ± 0.1
04D1jg 0.583 23.273 ± 0.090 0.265 ± 0.159 −0.105 ± 0.034 11.3 ± 0.2
04D1kj 0.584 23.336 ± 0.089 0.218 ± 0.126 −0.063 ± 0.030 9.9 ± 0.1
04D1ks 0.797 24.129 ± 0.098 0.699 ± 0.263 0.094 ± 0.062 8.0 ± 0.7
04D1oh 0.589 23.396 ± 0.091 −0.067 ± 0.207 −0.069 ± 0.033 9.2 ± 0.2
04D1ow 0.913 24.344 ± 0.105 −0.044 ± 0.286 −0.161 ± 0.052 9.4 ± 1.4
04D1pc 0.769 24.546 ± 0.097 −0.334 ± 0.339 0.085 ± 0.064 10.4 ± 0.2
04D1pd 0.948 24.677 ± 0.112 0.183 ± 0.422 0.041 ± 0.061 10.2 ± 0.1
04D1pg 0.514 23.573 ± 0.090 0.986 ± 0.196 0.103 ± 0.036 9.8 ± 0.2
04D1pp 0.734 23.985 ± 0.094 −1.345 ± 0.223 −0.117 ± 0.053 11.4 ± 0.1
04D1pu 0.638 24.012 ± 0.101 −1.611 ± 0.377 0.107 ± 0.083 9.3 ± 0.2
04D1qd 0.766 24.244 ± 0.096 0.181 ± 0.273 0.012 ± 0.054 10.5 ± 0.1
04D1rh 0.435 22.556 ± 0.087 0.828 ± 0.210 −0.057 ± 0.026 9.9 ± 0.1
04D1rx 0.983 24.760 ± 0.114 0.595 ± 0.449 −0.099 ± 0.059 9.8 ± 0.1
04D1sa 0.584 23.564 ± 0.092 −0.443 ± 0.289 −0.066 ± 0.034 10.6 ± 0.1
...
...
...
...
...
Notes. The full version of this table, including the covariances, is available at the CDS. The SALT2 fit parameters can also be downloaded at
http://supernovae.in2p3.fr/sdss_snls_jla/ReadMe.html
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